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Scholarships available on web

Students have the opportunity to win two college
scholarships by answering
the essay question of "What
do you think are th biggest
challenges facing college
students today?"
The top scholarship is
$5,000 and the first prize is
a $2,500 scholarship.
The contest will take
place until April 7,1996
Students can enter the
contest by visiting the Loci
home page on the World
Wide Web and emailing
their essay, including name,
address, city, state, zip
code, e-mail address and
phone number at the beginning of the do

Man gets six months
in prison for killing
wolf

BILLINGS, Mont.-A
man got six months in
prison Monday for shooting
and killing a wolf that was
part of a project to restore
the animal to Yellowstone
National Park.
Chad McKittrick, 42, of
Red Lodge, maintained he
thought the gray wolf that
had strayed out of the park
was a wild dog and a danger
to livestock.
McKittrick was found
guilty in October of possessing, killing and transporting the wolf in April.
It was part of a group of
wolves released in Yellowstone and Idaho last year as
part of a federal effort to
restore the species to the
U.S. Rockies, where they
were wiped out by hunters
generations ago.

Bowling Green, Ohio
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AIDS memorial quilt visits University
according to Tonia Stewart, associate to the vice president for
Student Affairs.
More than 400 volunteers have
"It's an educational opportuniworked together to bring The ty for people to realize it's not a
Names Project: The AIDS Me- gay disease," Stewart said. "It's a
morial Quilt to the University to- non-discriminatory disease. The
day, Wednesday and Thursday.
quilt is a symbol of the epidemic
The quilt will be on display in of this disease."
the Union Lenhardt Grand BallJori Berger, chairwoman of
room tonight from 7:30 to 10, panelmaking, said the quilt helps
Wednesday from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m., people understand the disease
and Thursday from 8 a.m. to 7 affects real people
p.m.
"These are real people," she
The quilt, which will be dis- said. "They meant a lot to others;
played at the University for the they were brothers, sisters,
second time, gives people an idea friends, mothers, fathers,
of what the the disease is about. lovers."
Dawn Keller
The BC News

Dope dog
discovers
presence
of drugs

Gale Swanka, director of Student Activities, said the quilt was
brought back to raise awareness.
"The quilt shows that lives
have been touched," Swanka
said. "It individualizes those who
died."
The quilt now consists of more
than 30,000 panels, which are
three by six foot, Swanka said.
However, about 450 panels will
be at the University, she added.
"We have the largest display in
Northwest Ohio," Stewart said
"The organizers In San Fransisco
said the entire quilt would take
up 16 football fields."
Stewart said about 20 families

who made panels will dedicate date of birth and date of death,"
them Thursday night, and they she said "They are all different
will be sent to San Fransisco.
colors, styles and materials.
Some have photographs and letBerger said she will dedicate a ters.
panel to the quilt.
Berger volunteers at David's
"They are all different. That's
House in Toledo and is a part of part of the message. It can hapthe buddy program at the house.
pen to anyone. The sad thing is
we're losing people who are proHer buddy, Ray, passed away ductive members of the commuin August, and she said she nity."
thought it would be a nice way to
remember him.
On-site education will be provided, and several area schools
Each quilt panel is different, are bringing students to learn
according to Berger.
about the disease and the quilt,
"Some people just put a name. according to Stewart.

Betcha can't catch me

The Associated Press
DAYTON - Troopers seized
$1.8 million worth of cocaine
from a car they stopped for traffic violations, the State Highway
Patrol said Monday.
The patrol said the car's driver
was stopped early Sunday on
Interstate 70 near Eaton for failing to drive in marked lanes and
for having an expired registration.
The patrol said that after a
drug-sniffing dog alerted them to
the possibility of drugs in the car,
a search turned up about 40
pounds of cocaine in two electronic compartments behind
door openings.
The cocaine was wrapped in
plastic, rubber, duct tape and
coffee grounds to mask its odor.

Third-grade students at Mt. Ella Elementary run to the finish
line while flipping pancakes In a 75-yard race. They completed a
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unit on pancakes where they wrote essays, had a parade and
breakfast.

Homosexuals say community
more accepting of lifestyle

Soaring

Foster, Nykvist
honored
LOS ANGELES -Jodie
Foster and veteran cinematographer Sven Nykvist
were honored at the 10th
annual American Society of
Cinematographers awards
show.
The behind-the-camera
group on Sunday presented
its Governor's Award to
Foster for her career contributions to film.
Nykvist, 73, received the
Lifetime Achievement Award. He won two Academy
Awards for his work on the
Ingmar Bergman films
"Cries and Whispers" in
1972 and "Fanny and Alexander" in 1983. He also
worked on such Hollywood
f Urns as 1992's "Chaplin"
and 1993's "Sleepless in Seattle."

Kristin Stadum
The BC News
From RuPaul to "Friends" and
"Melrose Place" as well as on
screen with the "Brady Bunch
Movie," homosexuality is gaining
acceptance in popular culture as
a normal way of life. Homosexuality exists not only on the television screen, but in University life
as well.
"It's a normal part of society,"
said Shea Hearsum, sophomore
recreation major and president
of the University's Lesbian and
Gay Alliance. "It's hard for me to
have people assume that I'm
different because I'm a lesbian.

It's just my life. It's hard for me
to say that it's 'something to discuss'."
Christopher Finn, LAGA vice
president, said he agreed He
cited the lesbian wedding on
"Friends," the lesbian with a
crush on Marsha in the "Brady
Bunch Movie" and "To Wong
Foo" as evidence of growing
social acceptance.
"There's been some big strides
in social acceptance. It's not
something to be afraid of," Finn
said. "When To Wong Foo' came
out in September, I was excited
to see it No. 1 for two weeks."
Mike Jones, junior elementary
education major, also said he

agreed.
"It's reaching more of the
metropolitan areas and suburban
areas," Jones said. "Five years
ago, you didn't hear anything.
"People are learning It's not a
big deal. We're out there, and
we're not going away."
Jones went on to say that despite the growing social acceptance, homosexuals still face
many problems both on campus
and off.
Public displays of affection
pose problems for Jones. While it
is generally accepted for heterosexual couples to show affecSee ACCEPTING, page five.

Speakers shares her life story
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Quote of
the day
"It is an educational
opportunity for
people to realize it
is not a gay disease"
-Tonia Stewart,
associate to the
vice president for
Student Affairs
about the AIDS
quilt
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Kristin Stadum
The BC News

Angle Gunnoc/The BC Ncwi

University students take the time to enjoy the warm weather and
play basketball.

Beatrice Kerr enjoys taking
bike rides and hiking with her
husband, Chris. She is 27 years
old, has a college degree and
lives with AIDS. Kerr shared her
story Monday night with University students and members of the
community in the Union Lenhardt Grand Ballroom.
AIDS became the leading
cause of death of all Americans
aged 25 to 44 in 1995. It takes
seven to 14 years for AIDS to develop from HIV, which means
that a large percent of these peo-

ple were infected as teen-agers,
according to Kerr.
Kerr was infected at the age of
18. She was unwilling to tell her
parents. During her freshman
year in college, she told her parents she was sexually active.
They said God would punish her
for having premarital sex by giving her AIDS.
"I felt angry. I felt abandoned
and I knew I had to face this on
my own," Kerr said
Kerr's boyfriend died of AIDS
the summer after her freshman
year In college. She spent the
summer in Italy with a friend
trying to come to terms with her

diagnosis.
"My whole life fell apart,"
Kerr said. "I felt my mortality
literally slapping me in the face.
I was suicidal all summer."
With the help of her friend, she
decided to go on with her life and
graduated with honors from
Martha Washington College in
Virginia. She wanted to go to law
school to fight discrimination
against people with AIDS.
After a year of law school,
Kerr's Immune system deteriorated, and she was forced to
find a full-time job because she
See AIDS, page five.
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The Mighty Brain Wins Again
Women wronged
by abortion
The Universal Law U to love
one's neighbors as one's self.
But America is suffering for
its failures to heed this Law.

Human history Is littered with
failed attempts to mistreat others without consequences. How
much must it cost before we concede that the Universal Law is as
real and immutable as the laws of
physics?

Alfred Lemmo
Dearborn, Michigan
Legal abortion has ruptured
the ties that bind us, delivering
the message that human lives
have value only when wanted by
those more powerful.
This has deepened the alienation, anger, rebellion and
hopelessness that feed crime and
I would like to address the perother social ills.
son (or persons) Involved in denting the front hood of my red VW
"Every child a wanted child" Beetle, which was parked on N.
has made every child a condi- Summit St. on the evening of Feb.
tional child to Immature parents, 24,1»6.
contributing greatly to postnatal
child abuse (contrary to popular
Although I am understandably
myth, abused children were upset at the damage done to my
wanted - for the wrong reasons - car, I feel sorry that there are
more often than those not people In this world who get
abused).
some sort of entertainment from
vandalism.
Abortion's easy availability has
exposed women and young girls
I can only hope that the next
to increased sexual exploitation time you get an urge to damage
and subsequent coercion to use another person's property, you
this deadly cover-up
stop and think before you act.
It has been disastrous to the
Perhaps someday when you enphysical, emotional and spiritual
health of women, the breast can- ter the adult world, you will have
cer connection alone now killing gained the wisdom to act responfar more women than illegal sibly and function as a mature
member of our society.
abortion ever did.

Grow up, VW
Beetle vandals

A powerful vehicle for the
abuse, subjugation and suffering
of women could hardly be imagined.

Lont Marr
Graduate Student
Biology

The BG News

On the fiftieth anniversary of
the birth of the computer, after
decades of amazing advances In
artificial intelligence, the silicone brain fell under the mighty
sword of human genius.
The Association for Computing
Machinery challenged the reigning world-champion of chess,
Garry Kasparov, to a six-game
tournament with a new supercomputer IBM has developed.
The machine is called Deep Blue,
and it is the ultimate challenger
to the human brain in the complex realm of classical chess.
Deep Blue is no arcade game.
Three brilliant computer scientists have been working for years
to develop this artificial brain,
and Gary Kasparov, who has
never lost a game against a computer, was eager to test the most
advanced development in computer technology.
This was the first game in
which Deep Blue was required to
play by authentic tournament
rules. The series was held in
Philadelphia, and each game was
given a maximum of eight hours.
Kasparov sat at one end of the
board while Deep Blue was represented in the flesh by a minion
at the other end. He put Kasparov's moves into the computer and
then reproduced the computer's
moves with pieces on the chessboard.
While the world's greatest
chess players have the ability to
think thirty or forty moves ahead
of what is happening on the

board. Deep Blue can perfectly
calculate the rewards and consequences of around one million
moves per second. It had been
programmed with the entire record of every tournament Kasparov has ever played, how he
won and how he lost every single
official game in his career. The
tournaments of other champions
were programmed Into Deep
Blue as well, creating a virtual
history of chess strategy.
A group of scientists and fellow chess champions were able
to make adjustments in Deep
Blue's program during the tournament, constantly refining the
machine's ability to beat Kasparov. Deep Blue, being a computer, is numb to the complex
psychological warfare common
to such games as chess, the ability of a grandmaster to manipulate an opponent's imagination
and fear. Deep Blue has no imagination and cannot feel fear. It
cannot be "psyched-out."
Being a machine, Deep Blue
never gets tired or scared. It's
concentration never fades. In
short. Deep Blue has a vast arsenal of chess weaponry that no
human could ever possess, and it
Is Immune to human weakness.
Kasparov still won the tournament.
In was no easy win. In fact,
Kasparov lost the first game, and
two other bouts were draws. But
in the end the Russian champion
left Deep Blue in a pile of smoking silicone rubble.

This event was no defeat for mor began that the entire Apollo
those who champion technology. mission was a fraud, a rumor that
Deep Blue is truly an amazing sprang from the belief that humachine. But this event should man beings are incapable of acremind us of the incredible abili- tually traveling to the moon. The
ties of the human brain, especial- news footage was thought to be a
ly the brain of a genius like Kas- special-effects stunt.
parov. Human genius invented
The people who perpetuate this
the computer to begin with, so nonsense fail to see what the huwhy should we be surprised to man imagination can truly
discover that the human mind achieve. Thousands of years ago
can still outsmart computers?
a thinker named Democritus
Besides, a computer, no matter came up with a crackpot theory
how advanced, lacks the single in which all matter In the unigreatest quality of the human verse was comprised of tiny parmind - imagination. A machine ticles he called "atoms." He
can only do what has been done claimed that these atoms were
before. It cannot create or invent too small to be seen, and yet he
new ideas in chess or anything maintained that they possessed
else.
the ability to hook onto one anMany of us have little faith in other and form rocks, the stars,
the the power of the human mind. human flesh and even the air we
There are people who believe breathe.
that aliens from "advanced" civiIf I remember correctly, Delizations built the pyramids in mocritus was murdered by foes
Egypt. They cannot imagine a of this philosophy. Thousands of
human race that could ever years later his crackpot theory,
achieve something to baffle born out of human imagination,
modern technology and archi- was supported by science and
tectural ability.
universally accepted.
Many people can't believe
It is often difficult to grasp
Shakespeare really wrote 37 what the mind can achieve:
plays that achieve higher artistic Technology is the result of the
goals than any drama written be- human ability to imagine. Decfore or since. Instead they main- ades from now, scientists may
tain all sorts of theories involv- develop yet another technologiing faceless conspirators, lesser cal marvel and pit it against the
playwrights and complex hoaxes. naked mind of a mortal being.
They believe "Hamlet" and
Again, the human brain will
"Twelfth Night" couldn't be the win.
results of genius. There must be
a conspiracy or hoax at work.
Roark Uttlefleld is the Tuesday
In the 1970's a ridiculous ru- columnist for The BG News.
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Voters should learn at Electoral U.

The Increasing gap between
the upper and lower classes is a
well-documented phenomenon;
however, there is an accompanying gap In American Ideology
that may be more serious than
economic differences. This divergence in public opinion is a
major cause of anomalies such as
the victory of Pat Buchanan in
New Hampshire.
Last Sunday the Cleveland
Plain Dealer published a survey
of Ohio voters. Forty-eight percent of the people surveyed
agreed with the statement "Anyone who is willing to work hard
can get ahead in life." If this is
true, then the United States
doesn't need a welfare system.
Widespread sentiments such as
this one are frightening. Despite
all social and government attempts to the contrary, Americans are still afforded different
opportunities according to the
social class In which they are
born. The rhetoric about "lazy
welfare mothers" who could, according to many people, "get
ahead" with hard work is further
dispelled by the fact that the
majority of Americans living in
poverty are under the age of 18.
The Plain Dealer survey
revealed several other astonishing results. A majority-sixty-one

percent~of Ohio voters are in with fringe groups. These atfavor of balancing the budget. tacks tend to polarize the BuHowever, fifty-four percent said chanan camp, increasing the loythey would not be willing to pay alty of his supporters as "their
more taxes to do so. The result of man" is cut up in the liberal
such a balanced budget plan press. By all accounts, it's aswould be another crushing blow sumed that Dole or some other
to the poor.
Republican will eventually storm
A democracy is built upon the back and win the nomination, but
will of the people, but what hap- with Buchanan's effective stratpens when the people are unin- egy in New Hampshire, the rest
formed and lack a reasonable of the nation had better watch
basis for thier opinions? This is a out.
question that we must confront
and looks to be a major problem
Another example of the maleain the upcoming election.
bility of public opinion can be
seen in this week's Deleware
Despite his reactionary views primary. The only candidate that
and his alleged ties to faclst or- actively campaigned in Deleganizations, Buchanan managed ware, Steve Forbes, won the
to eak out a victory in New state. Evidently, Delaware ReHampshire because he appealed publicans select whom to vote for
to the people - not most people, by counting the number of times
or even many people, but a rela- each candidtate appears on teletively small segment of the popu- vision. It doesnt matter much
lation. But this example shows that Forbes' economic plan would
how public opinion can be ma- need an influx of money from
nipulated and twisted into almost Mars to balance the budget; more
any form.
important than that Is how happy
Part of the credit - or blame - and optimistic he looks on the big
for Buchanan's win can be placed glowing box in the corner.
on his opponents, both inside and
It's during times like these
outside the Republican party. when we can really appreciate
Rather than attacking his argu- the legacy the Founding Fathers
ments or platform, they attacked left for us. What America could
his character, his religious use now is a revival of the elecviews, and his past associations toral college. In its present form.

I

the college Is just a skeleton
system - a formality used to
transfer the results of the popular vote to the "official" election.
Since we already elect people to
enact laws, why not elect people
to choose the President? The
people would still retain some
measure of control while placing
a serious decision in the hands of
more thoughtful men and women.
There's one more point I would
like to address about the upcoming election. At the end of news
stories about the primaries, there
usually appears a sentence such
as this: "President Clinton, running unopposed, won the Democratic primary." Right now, Slick
Willie is biding his time, augmenting his campaigning coffers, and playing hide-and-seek
with Whitewater documents.
When the general election kicks
into high gear, the Republican
survivor will most likely be lambasted by Clinton. The country
will be able to survive another
campaign filled with ignorance.
The problem will be surviving
another four years of Bubba vs.
Newt.
Mike Weruiling is the Tuesday
bottom columnist. He can be
reached at mikewendbgnet.bgsu.edu.
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Professor sues Wright State
The Associated Press
DAYTON - A Wright State
University professor who said he
was removed as a dean and not
. given a hearing to clear his name
filed a federal lawsuit against
school officials Monday.
The lawsuit was filed in U.S.
District Court by Frederick Gles,
former dean of Wright State's
College of Education and Human
Services. Listed as defendants
were Wright State President
Harley Flack and other universi-

Former dean removed from
position without hearing
ty officials.
Gles was removed as dean last
June. He has retained his status
as a professor, but Wright State
has scheduled a hearing
Wednesday to determine
whether to revoke his tenure.
In his lawsuit, Gies said Flack
told him he was removed as dean
because accounts for which Gies

was responsible had deficits and
irregularities that resulted in financial difficulties for the university.
Gies denies the allegations and
said he was removed without approval by the board of trustees.
He said Flack's failure to provide him with a hearing violates
his constitutional protections of

Closin' shop

liberty and property Interests.
Gies also said his constitutional
rights to free speech and academic freedom were violated because he has been given no class
assignments, has been barred
from professional contact with
faculty members and students
and has been assigned to a small
office 10 miles from the main
campus.
Gies asked Judge Walter Rice
to issue an order reinstating him
as dean until a hearing takes
place.

Militia member pleads innocent
The Associated Press
CAMBRIDGE, Ohio - A militia
member pleaded innocent Monday to a charge he assaulted a
state trooper.
Larry Martz, S3, of Hartville,
was arraigned In Guernsey
County Common Pleas Court. He
pleaded innocent to charges of
assault and carrying a concealed
weapon.
Judge David Ellwood also
agreed to let Martz represent
himself in the case and set bond

On the way, Martz tried to get
at $25,000. A t retrial hearing was Hill by Frazeysburg police Sgt.
Matt May. May had pulled Hill's Fulton's gun and struggled with
scheduled for March 11.
car over because it did not have him, at one point holding both
Martz, who claims he was be- Ohio license plates. An in- arms around the trooper, the paing targeted because he saw a vestigation cleared May, who trol said.
policeman shoot and kill another claimed self-defense, of any
But Fulton kept the gun and
militia member in June, was ar- wrongdoing.
held Martz at gunpoint until help
rested Jan. 29 and charged with
arrived, patrol reports said.
attacking State Highway Patrol
In January, Martz was pulled
trooper William Fulton during a over for making an unsafe lane
Troopers said they found eight
traffic stop just outside Cambri- change, the patrol has said. After weapons in Martz's truck, includdge.
determining that his California ing five assault rifles, two handdriver's license had expired, Ful- guns and one 12-gauge shotgun,
Martz has said he witnessed ton asked Martz to get into his plus 'thousands" of rounds of
ammunition, Born said.
the June 28 shooting of Michael cruiser.

Police seek abandoned baby's parents
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Investigators
on Monday searched for the parents of an abandoned newborn

found cradled in a canvas book
bag on a hospital restroom floor.
The 7-pound, 2-ounce child,
named "Baby Carl" by nurses,
was doing well at Riverside

Methodist Hospital, where he
was found Saturday. The baby
showed no signs of substance
abuse or birth defects, the hospital said.

The infant, dressed In a knit
outfit, was left with diapers and
an anonymous note saying the
parent wished to relinquish
rights to the child.

A Fairfield County Sheriff's detective peers out the entrance of
the Kingston National Bank, which was robbed by a man in his
forties.
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If you thought Campbell's was
JUST A SOUP COMPANY...
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No annual fee.
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Choose either MasterCard* or VISA1 from
National City* and take advantage of this
great low introductory rate - with no
annual fee, ever!
To apply in a flash, call 352-2538. Or visit
National City's Bowling Green State
University branch at 735 S. Main Street.
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THINK AGAIN
Campbell's is today a $7 billion global marketer of both consumer
and commercial food products. The driving force of our success is
BRAND POWER - and only a few of our many brands are listed here.
But the controlling force is PEOPLE POWER...a team of people committed
to leading and driving productive change to sustain our momentum and growth.
If you are interested in a High-Impact Finance/Acct career at Campbell's:
Thursday, February 29,1996
6:00 - 8:00 pm
at the
Saddlemier Student Services Building - Room 360
Bowling Green University
Please contact your career services office for resume drop information.
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Death furthers handgun debate Satellite snaps

loose from space
shuttle Columbia

Richard Lorant
The Associated Press
BROCKTON, Mass. - Rosemarie Delsie lived the way she
wanted. She had purple hair
and a spider web tattooed on
her ear. She rode a purple Harley. She kept handguns for
protection in the deteriorating
neighborhood in which she
grew up and refused to leave.
When she died last week,
reaching for a gun as a holdup
man burst into her beauty parlor, she left a troubling question for grieving friends and
her husband of only two
months: Did her selfconfidence, and her own guns,
contribute to her death?
"She had guns, naturally, for
protection. Obviously in this
case it didn't help," said Philip
Delsie of Tampa, Fla., visiting
for his sister's funeral. "It
might have hurt"
Advocates of guns for selfdefense said she had made the
right move in trying to defend
herself.
"If (Delsie) had done nothing, she was ISO times more
likely to be injured than she
was by resisting," said Karen
MacNutt, a Boston lawyer.
National Rifle Association
member and columnist for
Women and Guns magazine.
"It's like a horse race - you
pick your horse and you hope
you win."
Delsie, said friends and family, kept a weapon under her pillow and was always ready for
action, but she was not tough.
"If I cried about anything,
she'd kiss my tears away," her
father, John V. Delsie, said
Monday, standing in the house
where he raised Philip and
Rosemarie and where his
daughter died.

Marcla Dunn
The Associated Press
.
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Rosemarie Delsle's friends remember her as a woman who lived the way the wanted. She had purple hair, rode a purple Harley, and kept handguns for protection. Her friends and family wonder if
her own self confidence and guns lead to her death.
seeking a suspect based on the
description provided by one
witness, who also said Delsie
fired at her attacker and may
have hit him. Police, however,
said no evidence backed that
up, such as bullet holes, a trail
The suspect herded all four of blood or a wounded man
into a bedroom. What happened seeking hospital care.
next is still fuzzy, but Delsie
Delsie had been robbed at
apparently reached for a gun
and was shot several times. It gunpoint in a parking lot
was unclear whether she fired several years ago, friends say,
a shot. She died shortly after at and vowed that would not happen again. But packing a gun is
Brockton Hospital.
Police on Monday were still a response gun control sup-

Length hair salon on the first
floor of the house with a customer and two friends Thursday when a gunman rushed in
and demanded money, police
said.

Delsie, 46, herself an NRA
member, was in her Any

BEST JOBS IN BG
Build Your Resume And
Earn Great Pay.
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LUBE/01M.Tffi SPECIAL '

!$1295orFREr
I Includes oil filler, up to 5 qts. ot oil,
I chassis lube and 24pl. safety inspection.
I "Free wKh any other scheduled service

porters advise against.
"A gun is no guarantee of
safety," said Jamie Shor,
spokeswoman for Handgun
Control Inc., a national advocacy group. "We're always
concerned that a firearm gives
an individual a false sense of
safety."
Philip Delsie said his sister
had been target shooting since
high school, but she looked
upon guns more for safety in
See CUNS, page five.

Computer giants file suit to overturn law
Christopher McDougall
The Associated Press
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to sell yellow page
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through June.
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experience.
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Open. Call 372-0430
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A KICK
IN THE BUTT

JOIN THE FAMILY TEAM!

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. Like a child watching a helium
balloon slip from his hand, scientists looked on in distress as a
half-ton satellite being towed by
space shuttle Columbia broke
loose and floated off into the
black void, dangling 12 miles of
frayed and curled cord.
For those who had devoted
years and even a decade to the
electricity-generating project, it
was a cruel blow, all the more so
because everything was going so
well up until the accident.
"A lot of things were disappearing there," astronaut Jeffrey Hoffman, a Harvardeducated Ph.D. in astrophysics,
said Monday. "We all did have a
lot of hopes. We got about halfway there in terms of being able
to deploy the satellite and to just
whet people's appetites for the
incredible scientific Investigations that could be
covered. Scientists have lost a
lot, and I deeply feel for them."
In a split second Sunday night,
the cord and the instrumentpacked satellite were gone forever, a $400 million-plus experiment now just space junk.
NASA flight director Chuck
Shaw said it would be too dangerous to send the shuttle after
the Italian satellite -- the spaghetti-thin cord could wrap itself
around the spaceship.
The junk poses no hazard to
Columbia and its crew for the
remaining 1 1/2 weeks of their
mission, and it will re-enter the
atmosphere and bum up within a
month, officials said.
NASA officials refused to speculate what went wrong. But
Hoffman reported that the

frayed end of the cord remaining
aboard Columbia looked as
though It had been charred and
melted.
The cord - made of braided
copper, nylon and Teflon - broke
off Inside a tower that was being
used like a fishing rod to cast the
satellite into space.
Italian scientist Marino Dobrowolny said the insulation may
have been stripped away, exposing the copper wire. Data on the
ground showed the equivalent of
a spark or discharge, which may
have occurred as the copper
passed near metal on the deploying equipment, he said.
NASA immediately impounded
all data associated with the
U.S.-Italian project and established an investigative board.
"Frankly, an agency that put a
man on the moon, in my view,
could make engineering a little
more reliable," said a devastated
Mario Grossi, a tether expert and
staff scientist at the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics in Cambridge, Mass.
"The Italian-made satellite nobody found the smallest flaw
in the satellite. All that is failing
is the equipment on board the
shuttle, which is NASA," he said.
Columbia and its seven astronauts were safe the entire time.
It could have been much, much
worse: If more of the tether had
remained attached to Columbia,
the cord could have whipped
back and become entangled with
the shuttle.
When Hoffman shouted the
alarm, there were a few milliseconds of "an adrenalin rush,"
shuttle commander Andrew Allen said. But within a second or
two the astronauts realized they
did not need to fear for their
lives.

PHILADELPHIA - A coalition
that includes computer industry
giants Microsoft and Apple filed
a federal lawsuit Monday to
overturn a new law restricting
indecency on the Internet.
The coalition also includes
Columbus, Ohio-based CompuServe, which operates a commercial Internet service.
The lawsuit seeks to overturn

the Communications Decency
Act, which imposes a $250,000
fine and up to six years in prison
for transmitting indecent material in such a way that children
could find it on the Internet.
The Citizens Internet Empowerment Coalition argues that
there are less restrictive means,
such as in-home blocking software, to protect children or other
users from offensive material.
"We believe that parental involvement, education and tech-

HOMECOMING '96
NEEDS A THEME!

nology provide far more effective solutions to protecting children than this or any other law
could," said Bill Burrington,
general counsel for America Online, the largest commercial Internet service in the United
States with more than 4 million
members.
Enforcement of the act has
been blocked temporarily by another lawsuit, filed here Feb. 8 by
a coalition led by the American
Civil Liberties Union. U.S. District Judge Ronald Buckwalter
said the definition of indecency
in the act, signed Feb. 1 by President Clinton, was too vague.
The law defines indecency as
"any comment, request, sugges-

tion, proposal, image or other
communication that, in context,
depicts or describes,' in terms
patently offensive as measured
by contemporary community
standards, sexual or excretory
activities or organs."
Sen. Jim Exon, one of the law's
sponsors, accused the computer
companies in the new lawsuit of
being "more interested in profits
from pornography than protecting children."
"We don't allow children to
walk into adult bookstores and
shouldn't allow them to freely
browse the red light districts of
the Internet either," Exon,
D-Neb., said In a prepared statement.

|DO YOU HAVE ANY BRILLIANT IDEAS?)
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Clinton gives support for tightening Cuban sanctions
Sonya Ross
. The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Declaring
Cuba's downing of two U.S. civilian aircraft a "flagrant violation
of international law," President
I Clinton today gave his support
for congressional legislation
tightening sanctions against
Cuba. He also halted all charter
air travel between the United
States and the island nation.
Clinton said he would ask Congress to authorize the use of Cuban assets frozen in the United
States to compensate families of
the pilots, who are missing and
presumed dead.
The president also placed further restrictions on travel in the
United States by Cuban diplomats.
Clinton said the two Cessna
aircraft downed Saturday were
unarmed and "posed no credible
threat to Cuban security."
"This shooting of civilian aircraft was a flagrant violation of
international law," he said.

On Capitol Hill, outraged
members of Congress predicted
swift passage of the sanctions
legislation that the administration previously opposed.
The legislation being considered by Congress would increase economic pressure on
Cuba by barring countries from
reselling Cuban sugar and other
products in the United States;
cutting aid to Russia to the extent
that it supports an electronic intelligence-gathering facility in
Cuba; and ordering the administration to try to block Cuba from
joining t ' eraational financial institutions.
The House also wants to allow
Americans to sue foreign companies over property confiscated
in Cuba. The Senate previously
had opposed that.
"All charter air travel from the
United States to Cuba will be
suspended indefinitely," he said.
Clinton said he was not "ruling
out any further steps in the future should they be required."
He expressed his "deepest

condolences" to the families of
the downed pilots.
Clinton insisted the planes
were in international air space
when shot down. The Cuban
government has said they had
crossed into the island's air
space.
Press secretary Mike
McCurry, briefing reporters before the president's announcement, said Clinton "approved a
series of steps that the United
States will pursue with the International community and unilaterally that we believe will
make it clear that there's a price
for outrageous behavior."
Clinton's options were few.
Military action was not under
consideration, aides said, and the
current economic embargo has
few loopholes for Clinton to
close.
Clinton made the decision after
a 75-minute meeting with his foreign policy team. They were considering tougher restrictions on
travel, communications and
some financial transactions that

Clinton had eased last fall.
Meanwhile, the president's
senior aides also planned highlevel briefings for the CubanAmerican community, hoping to
head off a political storm just two
weeks before Florida's presidential primary.
The White House, accused by
Clinton's Republican presidential
rivals of being soft on Cuba, adopted tough anti-Castro rhetoric.
"This is a brutal regime,"
McCurry said. "It has to get with
history."
McCurry said the United
States still expects Fidel Castro
to abide by agreements that kept
Cuban refugees from flooding
the Florida coast.
In Havana, Cuba's official
news agency said the government has a pilot who had been associated with the exile group that
operated the downed planes and
"this pilot knows a great deal."
U.S. officials said they doubted
anyone aboard the downed
planes could have survived the

them or make derogatory comments.
"People look at you if you're on
a date with another guy," he said.
"People constantly look our way
and say 'Look. There's two guys
on a date,' or 'Look at those two
fags; they're on a date.' If they
don't like it, they can look the
other way."
Finn said that he has not experienced prejudice because of his
sexual orientation.
"I havent experienced any-

thing negative... yet," he said. "I
consider myself pretty lucky."
Stereotypes influenced by television help propagate the myths
about homosexuality and prejudice against it, according to Finn.
"What I want people to realize
is that what they see on Geraldo
or Ricki Lake isn't how it is,"
Finn said. "You get those people
who go on talk shows and represent the smallest part of who we
are. They're loud and flamboyant."

While he has had positive ex- someday encounter the same sit- be ashamed of," Jones said.
LAGA also offers panel discusperiences on campus and off, uation as an elementary school
sions for those interested in
Jones said prejudice does con- teacher.
cern him.
"Am I going to have to go learning more about homosexu"I know it's there. You can through the same thing?" he ality.
sense it," Jones said. "You're al- asked. "Am I going to slip up and
"For me, to do these talks with
ways looking over your shoul- say something about being gay?" parents, teachers, is really
Finn, Hearsum and Jones all great," Hearsum said. "A lot of
der."
Jones may face another aspect agreed LAGA has played an im- youths are struggling with their
of prejudice against homosexu- portant role in helping them ad- identity. I want to help them."
als. On a current soap opera, a just to the University.
Questions regarding LAGA can
homosexual teacher was fired
"LAGA has helped me come be answered at 372-0555.
because of his sexual orientation. out of the closet, that It's OK to
Jones said he fears he may be who I am. There's nothing to

attack. The head of the group
that operated the downed planes
said the pilot in question may be
a Cuban spy who has returned to
Cuba.
At the United Nations, Cuba
asked the Security Council to delay any action until Its foreign
minister arrives to explain Cuba's side of the Incident.
Two planes flown by a Cuban
exile group were blown from the
sky by M1G-29 fighter jets Saturday. One plane returned safely to
the United States.
U.S. intelligence officials said
the air traffic control tower In
Havana had warned the pilots
they were in danger. The officials said at least one plane - and
perhaps all three - ventured into
Cuban airspace.
Republican presidential rivals
used the incident to question
Clinton's Cuba policies. The
White House, knowing Florida
could be a swing state in the
presidential elections, was sensitive to the criticism.
"The president was swiftly re-

sponding to these events before
any Republicans opened his ...
mouth," McCurry said.
The incident pushed CubanAmerican relations to the fore
just two weeks before the presidential primary in delegate-rich
Florida. It also brought a period
of relative calm between Washington and Havana to an abrupt
end.
Before the Incident, the United
States and Cuba were cooperating on refugee matters. Cuban
leader Fidel Castro had made a
successful visit to the United Nations in New York, and restrictions on travel, financial, air
and telephone links between the
two countries had been eased.
After the attack, the administration instructed Madeleine Albright, U.S. ambassador to the
United Nations, to request an
emergency meeting of the Security Council, which met behind
closed doors Sunday night.

ACCEPTING
Continued from page one.
tion, Jones said it is difficult for
homosexual men to do the same.
"One of the hardest things for
me is to show affection in public," he said. "Of course I care
what people think. I'm afraid of
what people will say."
Dating also presents Jones
with another difficult situation.
He said that even though he and
his friend might sit at opposite
ends of the table, people stare at

La Mesa

AIDS
Continued from page one.

needed health insurance.
"The average annual medical
costs of the person living with
AIDS is about $40,000 a year,"
Kerr said. "I'm sure that will
double."
Kerr applied at only one place.
She has been educating others
about AIDS ever since.
Kerr has been interviewed on
CNN, CNBC, PBS and MTV and
has been a guest on "Donahue"

and "The Jenny Jones Show."
She has also been featured in the
"The New York Times" and the
"Washington Post."
"I really got Into It my senior
year," Kerr said. "I knew I found
my calling."
Kerr involved the audience in
her speech by asking everyone to
stand. She asked if anyone had,
within the past IS years, had unprotected sex, shared needles including ones for tattoos, imbibed alcohol or took drugs to the

point of impairment. She also
asked if anyone had a blood
transfusion between the years of
1975 and 1985. These people sat
down. They were all at risk for
HIV/AIDS - only eight people
remained standing.
"We do need to be careful,"
Kerr said. "We need to protect
ourselves, and we need to respect
ourselves."
Kerr emphasized the importance of taking preventative
measures. She said that there are

no longer high risk groups, only
high risk behaviors. Latex barriers and abstinence were recommended. She also said that alcohol ' not only reduces Inhabitlons, it lowers the immune
system.
"You are more likely to be infected when you're drunk than
when you're sober," Kerr said.
"Prevention is the best cure. No
one ever has to be infected again.
"It's like playing Russian
roulette every time you have un-

protected sex."
Early detection can help prolong life, but it does take three
weeks to six months for the antibodies against the virus to appear.
With recent developments, a
person can live with HIV for seven to 14 years and with full-blown
AIDS for four to five years. Kerr
has lived with HIV for the past 10
years. Both she and her husband
have full-blown AIDS.
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Thursday, February 29
12:00 NOON- 1:00 PM
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Ihe World Wide Web
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R.J Chavez, Graduate Fellow,
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Sponsored by the Office
of Multicultural Affairs and
Office of Student Activities

women and their fears,
gested that rather than contribu- lived there with her dog, Ninya, a sometimes tinted purple to
Gunmakers have similarly tar- ting to her death by reaching for black mongrel whose hair she match her own.
geted women. Smith & Wesson, her gun, Delsie "may have saved
recent years.
"She was concerned," he said. for example, offers a Lady Smith three other people."
"She had guns. ... this is a tough line with a .38-callber revolver, a
Years ago, after college, Delsie
town. When we were kids it was a 9 mm pistol and a .357-caliber had worked for a time as a subnice town."
Magnum revolver, all featuring stitute teacher but quit the classBrockton, a city of about 90,000 slimmer handles, lighter weights room and ran a bit wild in the
A
Air Conditioning
0
people 20 miles south of Boston, and brushed metal finishes.
East and in California. She got
was once famed for producing
Such special catering has into some trouble.
&
shoes and boxing champion helped intensify an old debate
But when her mother fell ter* ***
&*
^
Rocky Marciano. It fell on hard over the merits of owning hand- minally HI, she came home to be
*** *
"»<*/
times decades ago with the shoe guns.
with her and opened the beauty
industry's demise and is now one
Plymouth County District At- salon in the house 10 years ago.
of the state's poorest and most torney Michael Sullivan sugSince her mother died, she has
crime-plagued cities.
Even with crime frequent and
nasty, however, Tanya Metaksa,
chief lobbyist for the NRA, asMon-Sot 12-2:30 om
serted the Delsle case was rare.
352 - 9951
Sun 5 -2;2Q am
"In most cases when you rer*0»
Tonight:
Savage
Grace
spond with a gun, usually the
criminal attacker either runs
LOUDKn
. away or is held for the police or
j is injured," she said.
The U.S. Justice Department
Sledge • Indentlty
said it had no data to back up MeCALL OR STOP BY TO CHECK OUT BG'S NEWEST APARTMENTS.
taksa's claim for the NRA, which
•Electronic Darts ■Pinball
•Video
Games
has been criticized recently for
352-0717
224 E.Wooster
u
directing gun ads specifically at
Continued from page four.
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Judge rejects husband's
wrongful death lawsuit
Samuel Maull

The Associated Press
NEW YORK - A jury today rejected a $25 million wrongful
death lawsuit filed against Bellevue Hospital by the husband of a
pregnant doctor who was raped
and killed by a former mental
patient.
The 10-2 verdict awarded nothing to Eric Johnson, the widower
who had accused the hospital of
negligence in the January 1989
death of his wife. Dr. Kathryn
Hlnnant.
Hlnnant, 33, was beaten, raped,
sodomized and strangled in her
office Jan. 7, 1989, by Steven
Smith, a mentally ill, homeless
man who had been secretly living
in a hospital storage room.

Flying high

Hinnant was five months preg- that if you work at Bellevue you'nant with her first child.
re on your own."
Smith, 31, was convicted and is
serving SO years to life in prison
Mary Harrison, 30, a producfor the murder.
tion artist for advertising and
direct mail, was one of the 10
Johnson's lawyer, Thomas jurors who voted in favor of the
Moore, said the city's lawyer, Jo- hospital.
shua Pollack, offered to settle for
"We felt there was no
$2 million just after the jury be- foreseeability," she said. "As
gan deliberating.
soon as I heard the law the first
During the trial. Pollack had time (from the Judge) I felt the
argued that the tragedy could not hospital was not responsible."
be foreseen, and there was nothing Bellevue could have done to
Pollack, who represented the
prevent it.
Health and Hospitals Corp.,
Johnson said he was shocked which operates Bellevue, said:
by the verdict.
"The verdict is causing no eu"Witness after witness specif- phoria on the part of the city beically acknowledged the hospi- cause a brilliant young doctor
tal's fault and negligence," he lost her life. Nobody won this
said. "The message seems to be case."

Student pilot lands on tracks
The Associated Press
CANTON TOWNSHIP. Mich. A student pilot radioed for help,
and the president of Chrysler
Corp., at the controls of another
plane, personally gave permission for a landing on one of the
automaker's car test tracks.
Robert Trybulec radioed the
Willow Run Airport tower for
help on Sunday, saying his plane
had started losing power and altitude. The Detroit News reported
today.
Trybulec, 34, of Westland,
West land, was
Trybulec.

told to land on a grass strip at
Rosetti in eastern Washtenaw
County.
"When they told him to go to
the Rosetti airport, he was concerned because he never landed
on grass before," State Trooper
Brad Breedveld said.
The radio exchange was overheard by Chrysler Corp. President Robert'Lutz, flying his private L-39 Albatros jet over Pontiac
Lutz offered Trybulec clearance to land on a 1.5-mile, fourlane oval track at the Chrysler

Proving Grounds near Rosetti.
"I never heard of anything like
it before. How many times would
a guy with that kind of clout and
authority be able to assist somebody and be able to ensure the
safety of an Individual and the
general public?" Breedveld said.
Lutz said he had experienced
emergencies when he was a Marine Corps jet pilot and he empathized with Trybulec.
"You could tell from his voice
and radio transmissions that he
was very worried," Lutz told the
News.

Mike MioifThe Auaclard Prt.i

One of the 25 hot air balloons taking part in the two-day annual Sbiprock Balloon Festival floats over
the lava dike.
—-

Security officer spots handgun in Phoenix airport
The Associated Press
PHOENIX - The airport's
busiest terminal was closed this
morning after a security officer
reported seeing a handgun in a
purse that passed through a
checkpoint.
The closure delayed thousands

of travelers and flights in and out
of Sky Harbor Airport's Ter
minal Four while authorities
searched for a possible weapon,
airport spokeswoman Joan
McHenry said.
Several thousand passengers
were ordered to wait in the lobby
while a search was conducted,

McHenry said. She could not estimate how long flights would be
disrupted.
"We're going to have to play
catchup for awhile," she said.
The terminal is home to
Southwest, America West and
Continental airlines.
A security worker at an X-ray

UliHBBills^Bi^MHi^M machine spotted what looked like
a handgun in a purse shortly
after 10 a.m., McHenry said. Before the officer could alert coworkers, the purse and individual were gone.

"We're going to have
to play catchup for
awhile."

Joan McHenry

airport spokewoman

points must be searched aeai
again
before passengers would be allowed to board flights, McHenry
said.

Several planes that had taxied
to the runway for takeoff were
Everyone who passed through recalled to the terminal so pasthe terminal's security check- sengers could be searched.

This will be the largest display of the Quilt in
NW Ohio since its 1993 appearance at BGSU, which
attracted more than 7,000 visitors.

SEE IT AND UNDERSTAND.

Tuesday, February 27th
7:30p.m.-10p.m.

A Display Of The NAMES Project
AIDS Memorial Quilt

February 27-29, 1996
Bowling Green State University
University Union
For general information, contact:

Wednesday, February 28th
8a.m.-8p.m.
Thursday, February 29th
8a.m.-7p.m.

Tonia K. Stewart
co-chair (419) 372-2147
or Gale Swanka
co-chair (419) 372-2343

FREE ADMISSION
AIDS Memorial Quilt
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Blues sign The Great One', almost Falcons topple
Mountaineers
The Associated Press

The St. Louis Blues may be on
the verge of landing Los Angeles
Kings superstar Wayne Gretzky.
The only thing left to clinch the
deal, according to reports, are
the financial arrangements.
The "hockey part" of the deal
is already complete, and the
players have been agreed upon,
ESPN reported Sunday.
A new contract for Gretzky
must be worked out, ESPN said,
and that could be the most difficult part. It apparently was the
reason a trade wasn't made earlier between the Kings and New
York Rangers.
Gretzky was expected to play
for the Kings Monday night
against the Winnipeg Jets.
"At this point, he is definitely
playing," Gretzky's agent, Mike
Baraett, said Monday morning.
The New York Rangers had reportedly offered the Kings Luc
Robltallle and Ray Ferraro and
about $2 million in cash for The
Great One. The deal fell through
when Gretzky presumably
wasn't able to come to terms with
the Rangers on his contract.

Paul Markorf
The BC News

The Bowling Green men's
tennis team easily beat the
West Virginia Mountaineers
this weekend winning all nine
of the matches in Sylvanla.
The Falcons scorched the
nets, dropping only one set to
the Mountaineers. The win
moved the Falcons' record to a
perfect 3-0 against West Virginia in the all-time series.
Falcons coach Dave Morin
was pleased with the team's
performance but also knew
that other factors contributed
to West Virginia's poor showing.
"We played very well this
weekend," Morin stated.
"They (the Mountaineers)
were missing their number
one player, and the fact that
they could not recruit off
campus really hurt them. The
matches weren't very challenging."
Leading the way for the Falcons was the one-two punch at
the top of the line-up with
sophomore Milan Ptak and
junior Adam Tropp. Ptak
downed West Virginia's number one player Matt Feaney
6-1, 6-1; and Tropp, playing
second singles, defeated Walter Samora 6-1, 6-2, despite
losing feeling in his hand and
shoulder. Tropp has been feeling nerve tension in both his
shoulder and his hand. The
tension has led to a lack of
muscle tone in those areas.

I've thought about
Wayne being in a
Blues uniform ever
since I was 21 years
old.
Brett Hul
Blues Right Wing

Gretzky is making about $6.5
million this season. He likely
would want a three-year deal
worth $21 million to remain as
hockey's highest-paid player.
Gretzky has expressed a desire
to stay in the sport for a few
more years, particularly for the
opportunity to win a gold medal
in the 1998 Olympics.
He would also like to add another Stanley Cup to his collection of four, which is the reason
he is on the trading block these
days. Gretzky is unhappy with
the way things are going in Los
Angeles and has asked the Kings
to either upgrade the team so
they have a chance to win a Cup
or trade him to a team that Is a
contender.
; Gretzky will be a free agent
after this season, and if the Kings
don't sign him they will risk losing him without compensation
after the season.
Kings general manager Sam
McMaster denied that any deal
had been made with the Blues
regarding Gretzky but did acknowledge:
"We have spoken to the St.
Louis Blues about a lot of our
players in the last week, including Wayne Gretzky. We have
stated before that we would entertain trade offers for any of our
players, including Wayne Gret-

and occasionally Tropp loses
feeling in those areas during
competition. Morin admires
the heart of Tropp and his
persistence during his matches.
"No one knows what Adam
is going through," Morin said.
"His arm has really been
bothering him, but he's been a
real competitor despite his
shoulder problems."
Morin stated he plans on
resting Tropp next Friday
against Ferris State but that
Tropp would play against Cincinnati on Saturday.
In other singles matches
freshman Radu Bartan
downed Ben Jacobs 6-4, 6-2;
junior Joel Terman defeated
Ryan Shaffer 6-1, 6-0; sophomore Ryan Gabel edged Jeff
Dlelder 3-6, 6-3, 6-4; and
freshmen Matt Wiles downed
Tim Milakov 6-2, frO. Wiles
was making his debut at singles in dual matches, and
Morin was pleased with the
youngster's effort.
"He played some good singles in the MAC indoors, but I
was still a little concerned how
he would respond," Morin
stated. "But he stepped right
in and played very well."
Morin felt the Falcon's aggressive play continued but
still must improve before entering Mid-American Conference play. "We need to continue to play with an attack mentality," Morin said. 'To step on
the court and expect to win."

TONIGHT
Bootleg Night
LeM AlgvefThe AiMciated Pre

Wayne Gretzky of the Los Angeles Kings is likely to be traded to the St. Louis Blues. The trade should
be announced today.
zky."
McMaster made the comments
in an interview Sunday with The
Canadian Press from Winnipeg,
Manitoba, where the Kings play
the Jets tonight.
ESPN reported that a deal involving Gretzky and the Blues
might be wrapped up as early as
Tuesday and that he would be in
a Blues uniform for their game
Thursday night at Vancouver.
And the Toronto Sun reported
Sunday that Gretzky's trade to
St. Louis was "on the verge of
completion late (Saturday)
night." The Sun added that "some
last-minute technicalities could
delay its announcement until
Tuesday."
To acquire the NHL's career
leading scorer, the Blues apparently will part with three prospects: Roman Vopat, Patrice
Tardif, Craig Johnson, and a

MID AM MA NO It
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• NOW RENTING •
Choose form choice apartments within walking
distance to campus Summer 1996 and school year
1996-1997

allow it to be. It's kind of beyond
first-round 1997 draft pick.
Both Blues general manager- our control. For most people in
coach Mike Keenan and Blues the league, it's been kind of fun
star Brett Hull say they would be because they're not involved."
Added Hull, a longtime friend
delighted to see Gretzky in a St.
of Gretzky's:
Louis uniform.
When asked about Gretzky as a
player, Keenan said, "He's sure
able to control the play when he
has the puck. You can obviously
see that."
When asked about the process
of trying to acquire him, Keenan
said: "It's only frustrating if you

"I've thought about Wayne being in a Blues uniform ever since
I was 21 years old."
Gretzky has 829 goals and
1,757 assists for his career, both
NHL records. This season he has
IS goals and 65 assists in 61
games.

990
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• Coupon good at BG only.
• Please bring ad with you.
Exp. 3/7/96

I

EVERYBODY'S READ! IT!
The KEY Yearbook

Pint of

ChickenFried Rice

CHWA

Featuring
Grateful Dead
Allman Brothers
Ekoostic Hookah
Neil Young
and more
Sunday: Hospitality Night \
Restaurant and Bar
Workers get $1.25 Long
Islands and Margaritas 7 - 9
Upstairs

To order a yearbook call 372-8086 or
stop by 28 West Hall.
Only costs $23.95 and can be
charged through Bursar.

i^ «H C>M, !■».„■

lOBOSoutiUtmSI BoMnQOrmmnOH 43402 OPEN DAILY

11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Stop By and See What's Good For Lunch!
1080 S. Main St., BG, OH « 353-8413

2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat
and water included, air conditioning.
'641 Third St. Apt. 4, B.G. Resident Manager 352-4380

SUMMIT

CONDOMINIUMS

All Units Gulf Front
j "Opal" Repairs are complete at the Summit
Condominiums. We ore now in full operation.
Come join us for fun in the sun during spring break!
LOCATED NEXT DOOR TO CUB LA VBJ\ AND SPINNAKER BEACH CLUBSI

1-800-824-5048.

«fe

HAN'S CLEANERS
& TAILORING

182 S. Main • Bowling Green

353-2532
Hours: Mon. - Fri. 7:30 A.M. to 6:30P.M.
Sat. 8 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Professional Tailoring & Alterations
HAN'S CLEANERS & TAILORING "*
20% OFF ($20 Min. Order)

OUR REGULAR LOW PRICE ON
DRY CLEANING
10% OFF TAILORING
EXP. MARCH 96'

Freddie Falcon Enjoys Reading
The Key Yearbook in his spare time.

Don't you?
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Indoor track closes
with mixed results
William Sanderson
The BC News

Sum SltraetyTkc AaMcUtcd Fran
Cincinnati Reds outfielder Reggie Sanders, right. Reds owner Marge Schott, center, laughs with Infielder Barry Larken during spring training In Plant City, Fl.

Schott wants one stadium,
not two for the Queen city
The Associated Press
PLANT CITY, Fla. - Cincinnati
Reds owner Marge Schott arrived for her annual springtraining visit Sunday and undermined a stadium-tax issue on the
ballot back home.
Schott also said she has tried to
reach out to embittered pitcher
Jose Rijo, and she took credit for
bringing back aging stars.
Schott is demanding a new stadium but is refusing to campaign
for or even endorse a sales-tax
increase that would provide one.
Hamilton County, Ohio voters
will decide March 19 whether to
raise their sales tax a half-cent to
build a baseball-only park and a
football-only stadium.
Schott undercut the tax campaign Sunday by questioning why
the Bengals need their own stadium, the Dayton Daily News reported today.
"I'm sick of that stadium
thing," she said. "I have one
question: Why do the Cincinnati

Bengals need a stadium for 10
games a year? It makes no sense.
"This vote Is an important
thing for the city, and it Is up to
the citizens. It is their choice, up
to them. To me, this whole thing
is too political."
Schott does not approve of the
ballot issue.
"They should be giving the
voters one more choice," she
said. "First, they should get to
vote yes or no. Then, do they
want two new parks? Do they
want one new park? Do they want
no parks at all?"
Schott said she nearly called
off her trip after Rijo showed up
a week ago and criticized the way
she runs the club. The pitcher is
still miffed that Schott didn't invite him to travel with the team
during the playoffs last fall when
he was recovering from elbow
surgery.
"I was so disappointed with
what Rijo said," Schott said. "I
don't know anything about travel.
I heard he had a doctor's appointment or something. After I

heard he was angry, I called him
three times to ask him to sit in
the dugout with the team in Cincinnati, but he never called back,
and he sat in the stands."
Rijo did not hug Schott on Sunday, departing from his usual
practice. Earlier he said he hoped
to talk to her privately at some
point during her stay.
"We've got to clear this up because it shouldn't be in the paper
everyday,' he said. "I want to
hear from her what happened.
We'll see what happens."
Schott has ordered general
manager Jim Bowden to slash
millions of dollars off the payroll.
She took credit for the club signing third baseman Chris Sabo and
outfielder Eric Davis to minorleague contracts. Both are trying
to resurrect their careers after
years of Injuries and poor play.
"A baseball team is not just
what you pay," she said. "Enthusiasm and recognition are what's
important. Our fans recognize
Eric Davis and Chris Sabo.

The Coco-Colo Bottling Company of Northern Ohio hos this position
available in our Toledo Soles Center. Candidate must possess a valid
driver's license; a CDL Closs fl is preferred and must have a good driving
record. Individual will work full-time throughout the summer, reducing to
part-time hours the remainder of the year. Schedules mould include
weekend work and night hours. Responsibilities include stocking shelves,
building displays and product rotation. Applu in person ot:

The MAC Indoor Championships this year was the tale of
two teams for Bowling Green. Altough neither team won the
event, the women's performance
was a lot more positive than the
men's.
BG's women placed second behind favored Ball State and host
Eastern Michigan. Ball State led
the meet with 145 points accumulated. Eastern Michigan was
19 points behind at 126. The Falcons totaled 80. The rest of the
pack was as follows: Kent State
7S.S, Western Michigan 69, Central Michigan 58, Toledo 43.5,
Miami 32, Ohio 26 and Akron a
scant &
The men came in seventh with
60 points, a distant 75 and a half
points behind MAC Champion
Eastern Michigan. Eastern Michigan piled up 135.5 points,
Western Michigan 89.5, Kent
State 85.5, Ball State 77, Central
Michigan 65, Toledo 60.5, Miami
40, Ohio 40 and Akron 20.
"This was a very good meet,"
said women's coach Steve Price.
"Last year we were fifth in the
indoor meet and third in the outdoor (MAC Outdoor Championships). This year we were third
indoor, and maybe that will
translate into a higher finish outdoors this season. This has been
our best indoor team since the
early 80's."
Although the women did relatively well, they only had one
champion. That win came in the
Falcons' strongest event, the
5,000. Kristen Gaddis took first

with a time of 17:23.4. Missy Thompson and Travis Downey.
Lyne and Suzanne Isco placed Thompson ran only in his specialty, the 55-meter hurdles, due
second and sixth, repsectively.
Altough Gaddis was the only to a bad foot. He made It count,
Falcon champion, several other running his second quickest time
athletes had good performances. of the season with a time of 7.26.
Kaleitha Johnson took the run- Downey had his best performnerup position in the 200. John- ance of the season in the pole
son's time of 24.38 seconds was a vault, going 17 feet 3 and a half
provisional qualifier as well as a inches and setting a new school
new school record. Johnson also record.
came in third In the 55-meter
Geoff Fiedler was the only
hurdles.
other bright spot for Bowling
Junior Heather Nordgren also Green. His last throw in the shot
set new school records in the put went 54 feet 9 inches, propell20-lb weight throw. Her throw of ing him from eighth to second
51 feet 10 and a half Inches was place. The mark was a personal
good for third place and a NCAA best for Fiedler.
Provisional Qualifier. The evenAside from those three, it was a
tual winner, Roberta Collins of long lesson in futility for the orKent State, broke the MAC re- ange and brown. Nagging injurcord for the weight throw with a ies to several key members kept
mark of 54 feet 4 and a half in- Bowling Green from fulfilling
ches.
it's potential. Alex Sprague's
Others who managed to place back problems limited him to an
in top three were Tracy Losi in eighth place finish In the penthe 3,000 and Nikki Sturzinger in tathalon. Doug Heitkamp had a
the shot put.
frustrating time in the high
The case of Becky Bamett jump. A heel problem hurt as he
speaks to the level of competition finished seventh.
at Bowen Fieldhouse. Bamett
Real evidence of the strength
broke two school records in the of the MAC this year came in the
long jump portion of the pentath- 200. Rah'Sheen Clay broke the
lon and the total points for the Falcon record for the event but
pentathlon. Bamett's jump was didn't even place.
18 feet 10 and a half Inches. Her
final total for the pentathalon
"Overall, we're very disapwas 3,567 points. Despite being a pointed," said men's coach Sid
school record, it was only good Sink." We had a lot of good perfor first place overall.
formances, so we didn't com"Becky Bamett may well be pletely fall apart. The MAC was
the top freshman track athlete in very strong this year. There
the MAC," said Price.
were seven strong teams. We
The men just never seemed to picked up points, but they werget completely on track. The men en't big enough points. We were
had two winners in the form of not deep enough or strong
first place mainstays, Scott enough."

Falcon tennis slams Kenyon
Paul Markoff
The BC News
The Bowling Green women's
tennis team stayed on a roll this
weekend by cruising by Kenyon
7-2 in a dual match at the Laurel
Hill Swim and Tennis Club.
The Falcons won five of six
singles matches and took two of
three doubles matches en route
to victory. Falcon coach Penny
Dean hopes this weekend's performance will give the team
more confidence.
"This win should really stir up
the team's confidence," Morin
stated. "I believe this win was
great progress. We have a long
way to go, but we're on our way
towards a great MAC season."

Leading the way for the Falcons was sophomore Cassidy
Landls who was making her debut at the number one singles position. Landls downed Kenyon's
Erin Hockman 6-4,7-6 (7-4). Dean
was extremely pleased with Landis' play at the top spot.
"Cassidy played especially
well; she defeated a top player in
Hockman," Dean said. "She concentrated well, played smart and
really worked on her opponent's
weeknesses."
In other Falcon singles victories junior Cindy Mlkalajewski
defeated Tegan Tindall 6-4, 6-2;
senior Patty Banks polished off
Lori Mannhelmer 6-4, 6-2; freshman Aranxta Gomez breezed by
Renee Brown 6-0, 6-3; and junior

Jenny Schwartz beat N'deye
Kah-Diop 64,2-6,6-2.
On the doubles side, the Falcons duos of Banks and Landis,
and Gomez and Schwartz provided the firepower. Banks and
Landis sqeaked by West Virginla's Mannheimer and Tindall 9-8,
and Gomez and Schwartz downed
the Mountaineers' combo of Jamie Griffin and Adrienne Biggert 8-3. Dean was Impressed
with Bank's effort in both singles
and doubles play.
"At singles Banks was definitely in control and had her opponent in a bind," Dean stated. "On
the doubles side she was very
aggressive, and her leadership
truly showed."
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The Coca-Cola Bottling Company
of Northern Ohio
(<■«/(• t (a
3970 Catawha Street
Toledo, OH 43612
Attn: Human Resource Administrator TM
Xo phone calls pleasett

(ma*
High - Speed Copying

Transparencies

BMW ;

Self - Serve Copy Machines Color Copies

Equal Opportunity Employer

Full Bindary Service

()\CT

200 ink colors

372-2323

602 Administration

Catch that Summer Feeling
Leas* Dates 5/18/96 • 8/10/96

R.E. Management
113 Railroad St.
Next to Kinko's

Location

352-9302

$Mmmer Price

Campus Manor
615 Second St

$600.00
$560.00

825 Third St
701 Fourth St.
Rockledge Manor
640 Eighth St
841 Eighth St. & Manville Ave

$475.00 .
$550.00
$580.00
$560.00
$525.00

(Also renting for fall)
T-

'
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The Universi ;y of Toledo
MBA
Program
I or information contact:
I In MBA Program
( nlli ^v ill Itiisinvss Vtlniinistralion
I In-1 iiixci sii\ ot liikiln

(4I9) 5.17-2774 Fax: 1419)5.17-7260
>

Thinking about getting an MBA?
Then consider enrolling in The University
of Toledo's MBA program. At UT you'll
receive:
♦ a recognized faculty of teacher-scholars
♦ high quality affordable programs
♦ state-of-the-art facilities
♦ flexible programs of study
♦ beautiful suburban campus setting
♦ close proximity to major cities
Graduate assistantships and tuition
scholarships available for academically
qualified candidate for Fall 1996.
An AACSB-Accredited Program

A
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Falcon gymnastics; Better late than never
unfortunate time restraints. The
Falcons were forced to have
quick warm-ups and rushed
The Bowling Green gymnas- practicing time which only added
tics team had few strenuous to the slight strain that this
pressures going Into Friday's match had previously built.
meet against Central Michigan.
Although Central Michigan
Unfortunately, the team was de- outscored Bowling Green by a
layed by a traffic accident which score of 190.375 to 184.9, coach
locked them on the highway for Charles Simpson said that he was
three hours.
proud of how his team performed
The team arrived at Central considering the conditions.
Michigan at 9 p.m. for a 7 p.m.
"I'm proud of how they permeet Due to this unavoidable formed," Simpson said. "The
situation, the team was left under team did well considering the
Pamela Santangelo
The BC News

situation. This was a good meet to best score on the bars with a
count on the road for scoring."
9.225, which positioned her
Throughout the season, the fourth overall. Finishing fifth
stress has been on the uneven overall was Nikki Riggs with a
parallel bars, and although the 9.M.
team is improving as the season
Both have been trying to fill
progresses, individual scores and the spots left open due to injury,
overall performances are not yet and Simpson says that they are
where the team would like for doing a good job for their team.
them to be.
The beam has been another
"Bars are not as good as we'd trouble spot for this team, but
have liked for them to have that was not the case at Central.
been," Simpson said. "We'll keep
Bowling Green outscored Cenworking on it"
tral Michigan on the beam 47.55
Kim Pope had Bowling Green's to 47.35. Simpson said the score

has made a statement.
"When you can beat someone
on their own beam," Simpson
said, "you've accomplished
something to be proud of."
The Falcons took second overall with Karen Jordan's score of
9.675. Susan Talbott set her personal record at 9.6 with an overall finish at third. Alice Kruk and
Heather Ferguson followed with
scores of 9.525 and 9.425, respectively.
On the vault, Jackie Haft, who
broke the school record against

Eastern Michigan, finished
fourth overall with a 9.7. Her
score was only one tenth of a
point away from her performance two weeks ago.
Jordan finished fifth with a
score of 9.65 and Ferguson finished with a 9.55. The team's total
score was 47.375, which Simpson
said is a good improvement over
their previous showings.
A few falls and some out-ofbounds steps cost the Falcons the
floor exercises.

Classifieds
CAMPUS EVENTS
"SPOTLIGHT"
TO American Marketing Association will be
sponsoring a spotlight tof CompuServe on
Wad. Fab. 28 ai 730pm In BA 111. Anyona interested ki a career with CompuSarv should
planonanending.
••SPOTLIGHT"

Follow over 20 yean ot TRADITIONI
Hike the Applachian Trail
this Spring Breakl
Sign up in 330 Univ. Union
beginning 2/28 tiru 3*
Cost $50 down payment
BURSARA8LEI
Equipment will be provided at
no extra costl
Call UAO 9 2-7164 tor more Into

SERVICES OFFERED

Wanted 100 Students
Lose 8-100 lbs. New Metabolism
breakthrough. 1 ton 15 lbs. in
3 weeks GUARANTEED RESULTS
S3SCOSI. 1-800-666-3829

MANDATORY UEETINGII
BO SAILING CLU B IS BACK!
First Ragana In Apnl
No eipenence Necessary
Meeting Thurs. Feb. 29
7 00Rm 106BA
Question! call Man @ 2-1957
Are you sick ol drinking bear?
MIXOLOGY IS BACK I
Learn now lo mix your tavorite dnnk and
tips on how lo be a good bartender
Sign up 2719 thru 376
Student Activities Office - 2-7164
t1Sover21,S7under2i
syil »13 torn 8-7:30 or B-gaopm
Last night ot lha course: Junction @ 7pml
sponsored by UAO
Take a Study Breakl
Every THURSDAY al the Falcons Nest
COFFEEHOUSE
8-10pm
Listen lo music, chat w/ mends
and RELAXi
Sponsored by UAO 9 2-7164

Attention Elementary Education Ma|ora!l
Fall Melhode Registration Meeting
Tuesday. February 27
4:0O-S:30pm
119 Education Building

Students are the future ot Amenca
Come meet your future
College Republicans
Tuesdays 9:00pm Room 113 BA

ATTENTION

SMOKERS AND SMOKE
HATERS
CONTROL THE SMOKE AND THOSE LASTING ODORS
WITH AN ALPINE AIR PURIFIER. IDEAL
FOR DORMS. HOME. AUTO OR BUSINESS.
EFFECTIVE ON A HOST OF INDOOR AIR
POLLUTANTS CALL 1-419-539-8806.
Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy tests. Confidential and
caring. 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

AIDS QUILT
Don't miss the living tibute to people who
have died ol AIDS
Opening Ceremony
at7:30pmm
Univ. Grand Ballroom
Free Admission

Attention Student Organization Leaders'
Make a smooth transition into next year and
avoid that ond-of-the-year burnout.
Attend the March Organization workshop on
Wed March 6th at 7 OOpm
in the Alumni Room. University Union
Please RSVP to the Olfice of Studen Life
372-2843

BEER ADVERTISING
neons, mirrors, lighted signs, banners, posters.
inflatables. & more. All posters only $1 each.
Qualify Steins & Collectibles
166 S. Main M-Th 3 30-800
(ONE FREE BUD CARD WITH AD)

CAREER CONNECTIONS SEMINAR SERIES

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
SMORG DAILY. ALL THE PIZZA, SOUP.
AND SALAD YOU CAN EATI MON.-FRI.
11AM-4PM J3.99, 4PM - 10PM (4.99,
SAT.-SUN. 11AM-10PM 14.99 DINE-IN

Wednesday-February 28.1996

Presented by
Jean-Baptlste F. LeBoutlllier
President ol the
Toledo AIM Inlernal lonil
Trade As sods! Ion

AGD-AGO-AGD
Alpha Gamma Delta wants to
thank the BGSU hockey players
lor the kissing carnations'
AGO'AGO-AGO

Criminal Justice Organization Meeting
Wednesday. February 28
at 9 OOpm in Rm 117BA
Kathy Jonas with the U.S. Marsnalls
has rescheduled her meeting.
Everyone is welcome.

1007 BAA
6pm
sponsored by the Department of Business Education and Phi Beta Lambda

PERSONALS

Checker's Pub presents Laser Linda's Karoka
every Sun.. Tues.. Wed. evenings.

GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS

ONLY.
UAO DIRECTOR APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
NOW! altheUAOon.ee
330 UniversDy Union - 3rd Floor
Applications due by 3/6 @ 5pm
Any Questions? Call UAO & 2-2343 and
ask lor Sieve.
■••GET INVOLVED-

ARE YOU FROM JAPAN OR KNOW
SOMEONE WHO LIVES THERE? I'M
EXPANDING MY BUSINESS OPERATION
TO JAPAN AND NEE0 TO GET IN TOUCH
WITH PEOPLE WHO KNOW THE COUNTRYI
PLEASE CALL (4tg) 372-9016 (TOLEDO) Iv.
msag. - voice mail.

ATTENTION IPC MAJORSII
Hospitality. Tourism. A Resort positions
are available for the Summer II
March Deadlines Approaching!
Apply with resume at Co-op:
310 Student Services

2-2451
EXCITING LOCATIONSIII

Alpha XI Delta * Alpha XI Delta
The Haters of Alpha Xi Delia
would like to congratulate
Rachel Williams on tw pearling
toDsnMcTlgue"
Alpha XI Delta ■ Alpha XI Delta

0AYTONA $119 person for 7 nights, $109
for 8 nights. Stay beachfront In the heart of
SPRING BREAKI call 1-800-868-7423.
DAYTONA BEACH SPRING BREAK!
Break away to the honest action m Florida
where guys meet girls! New motel on One
ocean. AAA-ated, beech volleyball, tree MTV.
Pool and wet bar open 24 hours. Don't be left
out of this Special Promotion-Call
1 800 682-0919.

continued on p. 10

nTT€NTION STUD€NTS... I3€ TH€ #1 FtUCON FAN N€XT YCfM... R€ I. MASCOT!
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1995
MOST
WANTED
THE
KEY
YEARBOOK
THE FOLLOWING STUDENTS NEED TO PICK UP THEIR 1995
KEY YEARBOOK AT 28 WEST HALL AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.
Adams. Christopher
Aggelakos, LaSheU*
Aliens. Melissa
Albers. Jennifer
Alberty, Eric
Anderson, Amy
Anderson, Brian
Anderson, Eric
Anderson. Melody
ArendL Tracy
Armbruster. Kevin
Arraltage, Krlslina
Arnold, Jennifer
Arquette, Jessica
Arrko, Darcy
Asb, Christine
Atri. Albert
Rain. Andrea
Bammer, Angela
Barker, Christine
tana. Rachel
Baxzle. Robert
lack. Jeff
Heck, Jennie
Beck. Tan
Belgok, Brad
■eschar. Brooke
Benante, Amy
Benge. Dawn
Bennett, Andrew
Bennett, Karen
Berg. Christopher
Berger. Nlkolaus
Bernacchsa. Catherine
Bernhard. Casssdy
tetzler, Jeffrey
Bhachawat, Ravlndra
Blgley. Anne
Blrfc. Diana
Bishop. Sara
Blankenburg. Jeffrey
■latchford. Marc
Bkx-her, Malt
Boast, Jennifer
Boebel, Heath
Boehm. MeUssa
Bocrgcr, Sara
Boggs, Brian
BoUnd, Kathleen
Brake, Laura
Bramlage. Elizabeth
Branham, Andrew
Braun. Allsha
Brause, Cars
Brazkt, Erin
Brehm, Jennifer
Bretsacher, Klmberly
Brewster, Barbara
Brousseau, Brian
Brown. Penelope
Buchholz, Kevin
Buckingham. David
Bulten, Lisa
Burling. Benjamin
Bums, Janice
Butler. Jason

Curry. Sieve
Calkins, William
Calko, Catlutrlne
Carl. Andy
Carl. Jason
Celllo, Jeff
Cernanec, Dana
Chambers, Megan
Chang, Shaun
Chiles. TIITany
Clark. Diana
Coffman, Joshua
Col of llllh • limn Serv.
Coo ley. Sherona
Cook. Diana
Council. CarU
Cribbs, Donald
Cunningham, Chad
Current. Krlslen
Currid. Klmberly
Cvengros, Heather
Czamcrkl, Melliula
Crow, llealher
Dottv Robert
Drexel. Adam
Dagg, April
Davis. Heather
Davis. Nicole
Davis. William
Decalor, Andrea
DuChant, Jennifer
Dehnart, Jennifer
Deis, Heather
Ddtemeyer. Shawn
Deiagrange. Karen
Delslgnore, Mike
Dcluca. Dan
Dems, Michael
Dover, Douglas
Dillon. Christopher
Dlnan, Jaime
Dine, Star la
Dominique, Megan
Duncan, William
Dura. Michelle
Durnbaugh, Jack
Dybdahl Katarina
lames, Stephanie
Ehrensberger, Ryan
Enderle, Jamie
Engleman, Juliana
Ewlng, Scott
Fallls. Michael
Ferenec. Miranda
Felt, Melissa
Fisher, (Iwen
Fitch. Belhancc
Flagged. Carrie
Flaherty, Richard
Fletcher, Shelley
Flinders, Bryon
Flowers. Amy
Foradorl, Alex
Frederick. Brad
Frederick. Joseph
Mel. Chrlslophcr

Frltchle, Michael
Gabel. Ryan
Gall, Malllww
Gasser, Carol
Gavcr. Anthony
Gear hart, Stephanie
Gerard. Lauren
Gerhart, Ronald
GUHes, Christine
GUIIs. Allen
Glass. Joseph
Goetz, Sucy
Golebtewskl. Nicole
Goodwin, Deborah
Grafmlller. Shannyn
Grandstaff. Jeremy
Graver. Derek
Green, Jason
Green, Jill
Greenaway, Keith
Gregg. Jason
GmnasluJ. lisa
Gross. Anson
Oukiig. Tracy
Gunncw. Angle
Hach. Julie
llafner, Ryan
Haft. Meredith
Halsley. Nlki
lUUell. Chad
Hanks. Amanda
IIanna. Jennifer
Hardln, Leslye
Harris, Erlka
llartnunn, Erin
llartmann, Seth
Harvey, Heather
Hawkins, Christopher
Haworth, Lara
Heady. Brian
Heaton. Shannon
Heck, Laura
Heckler, Jeremy
lleln. Jaime
Hendricks, Bryan
Hennlnger. Jill
Hermanson. Karen
Harriot. Chelsea
III. key. Kelly
Hlgglnbotham. Lisa
Hill, Eric
Hlniz, Darin
Hollbauer. Karen
Holcomb. Tony
Holmes. Heather
llolzen, Melissa
llorcn, Lora
Horine, Kim
Howard, Dustln
llowell, Stephen
llrabak. Dcnlse
Hunt. Jessica
Hughes. Kevin
Humpal, Cyndl
Hunt, Steven
Hurlley. Todd

Jackson, Evangellca
Jankowskl, Todd
Jankura. Helen
Jednacz, Jeff
Jenkins. Tanya
Jell. Monica
Johnson. Scott
Johnson, Tina
Jones. Beth
Jones, Carmen
Jones, Jennifer
Jones, Melissa
Jones, Michelle
Jones, Patience
Jordan, Holly
Jordan, Scott
Kallnowskl, Eric
Kamph, Tracle
Kapsuzuklewlcz, Karl
Kaspar, Karen
KavalecE, Joe
Kay, Amy
Kayackas. Jennifer
Kelster, Scott
Kellerhals, Terl
Kemp, Paula
Kennedy, Heather
Kenworthy, Jason
Keslenbaum. EHse
KUUan. Kara
Klaus. Brian
(.lot/, Kelly
Kohart, Lynda
Kohlsmlth, Dale
Konckl. lell
Korn. Douglas
Kovasckltz. Judlna
Krajnak, Amy
Kramer. Tad
Krlzsa, Angela
Kruszewskl. Dane
Kudar. Brian
Kuhlmann. Angle
KuUcs. Jennie
Kurellc. Amy
Kurtz, Lara
Kwlalkowskl. Brian
Lesslg. Nlkkl
Landon, Doug
Lambert, Jason
Lamson, James
Lander. Debra
Landes, Cassldy
Lang. Bryan
Lang. Sara
Lange, Ted
Langford,. Matthew
Larkln, Lisa
Lauczenhelser, Steven
Lave He. Matthew
Lawrence, Nicole
Layton, Krtsta
Lcedy, Elden
Lemcke. Kathy
Leschlnsky. Michael
Lewis. Amy

Moore, Gary
Reynolds. Brian
Stabile, Chris
Kkcl. lia
Moorhouse. Darin
Staccone. Glna
Morales. Keith
Rkhardson. John
Stacy. Ryan
Kicker. Jocll
Munafo, Jeff
Stange, Jim
Rlegger, Bryan
Mundt, Hilary
Suas, Kevin
Riff, Joe
Murphy, Anna
Suuffer, Ross
Rltchey, Stephanie
Murphy, Kathertne
Stemmer. Greg
Rlttenour, Steven
Murphy, Michael
Stocking. Brent
Rivera, Arycla
Stoudlnger, Ellen
Musgrave, Nanette
Rivers, Maithew
Musk, Heather
Stripe, Jennifer
Musson. Jennifer
Roemmele, Elizabeth
Strousc. Matthew
Rohrbacher, Amy
Myers, Sara
Slubblns. Scott
Rohrbaugh. Lisa
Studer. Kathryn
Myers, Wendy
Romano,
Joseph
Napper, Heather
Sturgeon, Matthew
Macy. Kathryn
Rothert, Ryan
Nardella, Renee
Sugamsto, Derek
Rossi. Deanna
Naylor, Jennifer
Malleck. Molly
Sullivan. Timothy
Rountree, Wanaka
Mallory, Rene
Naylor, Phillip
Swartz. Jessica
Ryan. Beth
Malone. Candke
Swlnehart, Ben
Neer. Angle
Mapes, Jennifer
Stadum. Kristin
Swlsher. Jaime
Neel, Lorl
Sheets. Brannon
Margraf. Jennifer
Nlghiengale, Sara
Sykora, Charles
Marias, Christine
Novak. Charles
Schulker. Julie
Tackett. Jane
Nuesmeyer. Jacqueline Sonensheln, Jason
Takach, Kary
Martin, Andrea
Nussh,iuiiK.'r. Krlslen
Saks. Brian
Tangcman, k II
Mavelll. Usa
Samples, Kim
larkln. Carrie
Masterson, Jessica
Nutull, Amy
Sanderson,
Chaslty
Oberhaus, Karollne
Taylor, Erin
Mather, Tom
Sbrocc hi, Shelly
Mature, Jennifer
Oates, Rhonda
Taylor, Trad
Schad, Jordan
Teets, Christopher
Mayburry, Christopher Ogdahl. Sarah
Schafer,
Glna
Mazzocca, Carlena
Tekhman, Jon
Ohler, Krlsll
Schaller, John
Ohm. Amy
Tenwlck, Annie
McBridc, Rachel
Onechanmy, LamphenhSchenk. Glenn
Julie, Theobald
McCarthy, Karl
Schcrky, Duana
Or user, Aaron
Thomas, Brett
McCllsh. Robert
Sthlflhauer. Christopher Thomas. Brian
Ostrowske, John
McCoUoch. Gary
Overmyer.
Matthew
Schneider,
Matt
Thomas.
Tracy
McCutcheon, David
Oyer, Jeremy
Schnetzer, Victoria
Thompson, Jennifer
McDermotL Caryn
Schram. Ilel.ll
racz, Nkk
Thompson, Kelly
McGarvey, Daniel
Parish, Tammle
ScTiroeder. J.nul
Thompson, laieann
McGowan, Jonathan
Parker, Marie
Schubach, Pam
Tllkemeter. Kelly
McGulre, Danielle
Parsons, Michael
Schulte, Larlssa
Tobar, Sonja
McKenzke, Brian
Patterson, Dawn
s. hupp. Cory
Tomllson. Marianne
McMonlgal. Freda
Paulson, Matthew
Toth. Therese
Secoy, Spencer
McNamara. Dave
Pech. Joshua
Meacham, Douglas
Seel. Charlotte
Traver. Dan
Mendenhall. Thelma
Pachle. Sarah
Seirz, Penny
Treeger, Todd
Peck. Jalmle
Menncga. Kim
Seybold. Bath
Tremain. Meredith
Penka,
Erk
Shaver,
Christie
Messenger, Misty
Trover. Chad
Peregord, Amy
Sheltoii. John
Meteyer, Julie
TruesdeU, Todd
Peruse k. Scott
Shlmer, Shalene
Michel. Brian
Trumpower, Jeffrey
PascL Maltew
Shlverdecker, Matthew UhL Matthew
Mlddleton. Shannon
Pfelsler, Nicole
' Mlesle, Chrisllne
Shumaker, April
UJcich, Jennifer
•helps. Todd
MlkobdewskL Cindy
Simmons, Jennifer
UUman. Nkole
Plerson, Christopher
Mlkolay, Michael
Simon, Amy
Ulraer, Scot
Pehlmann, Kristin
Simpson, Charles
Dnlv Honors Prog.
Miletl, Klmberly
Poling, William
Sims. Krtslle
Miller. Blalr
Vsrl. Vanessa
Powell. Amanda
Sines, Joseph
Miller, Dawn
Virgil, Chad
Puckett, Chad
Slsklnd. Mkhael
Miller, Guanter
Vlren, Mike
Roman, Jennifer
Slater. Carrie
Miller, Gretchen
VogeL James
Rager. Benjamin
Sllsh. Tracy
MUtner, Jessica
Vogl, Andrea
Radek. Stacey
SUwInskl. Darren
Mlnshall. Robert
Vorbolt. Nkk
Rader. Ronald
Mlron. Rkhelle
Slotterbeck, Rylln
Wagner, Jennifer
Ranney, William
Smlttle, Todd
Wahba. Marcle
Mitchell. Shawn Rasbach. Jon
Mobley, Tara
Socotch, Susan
Wal. AnnkRatllff, John
spa". Christina
Moeller. Jane
Walker. Mkhelle
Redmon. Laura
Spencer, Charles
Mohamed. Rebecca
Walker. Stephanie
Reed, Jennifer
Spencer, Julie
Mohn. Nicole
Waller, Janls
Reaves, Clifford
Molnar, Terrl
Spencer, Robert
Walton. Justin
Re I neck, Jaime
SptUer. Danielle
Monger, Cralg
Ward. Adam
Relnlgcr. Jessica
Sprinlwass, Srlharan
Ward, Christopher
Monroe, Jason
lewis. Leslie
Lewis, Sarah
Umbaugh, Shannyn
Llndeman, Krisllne
Undcman, Mike
Link, Beth
Long, Sarah
Lost, Tberese
Louthan, Mark
Lovefoy, Jennifer
Lunsford, Taml
I y kins. Rodney
Lynch, Christopher
MacDonald, Lauren

Watklns. Wendy
Walters. Julie
Wayne. Thomas
Weber, Mkhelle
Welgman, Jason
Weinman, Janke
Wells, Natalie
Wenrick. Erlka
Wentz. Erica
Went/el. Heather
West, Shelley
West. Todd
WestfalL Erin
Weyer, Mkhael
Wheeler, Dean
Whltmlre. Dave
Wleber, Brett
Wlesner, Amy
Williams, Ian
Williams. Megan
Williams. Carrie
Winners, Amanda
Wnigerman. Amy
Wolf, Erin
Wolfe, Amy
Wolfbrd. Richard
Wood, Samantha
Woolum, Marie
Worchuck, Jennifer
Wright. Ann
Wynn, Judlih
Yoakum. Amanda
Yoder, Jaime
Younce, Fred
Zabukovac. Mark
Zahar, Heather
Zakofsky, Laura
Zavada. Jennifer
Zimmerman. Meredl
Zoretkh, Amanda
loiter. Edward Davk
Zuher. Anita
ZuMl. Christina

When Old Man Winter Is
Knocking At Your Door And
The Chill Runs Through Your
Body

ARBORS OF BOWLING
GREEN
Can Add A Lot Ol Sunshine
To Your Life!

Warm up to These
Brand New Features:
• Beautiful New, Fully
Equipped Kitchen With
Dishwasher
• Washer & Dryer Hookups
• Decorative Mini Blinds
• New Central Air
Conditioning
• Economical Gas Heating
& Cooking
• Garage With Opener
Available
1 BR Ranch Home
2 BR Ranch Home
2 BR Town Home
3 BR Town Home.

AT6OTS

ofVkrwGiy green

360 Colony Lane
Bowling Green
(Adjacent to Wal-Mart, off S. Main
St.)
Coll for Our Affordable Rotes
553-981 1

Classifieds
page ten
continued from p. 9
DG-DQ'DQ
CONGRATULATIONS
AimeeMumma
on your
Pearling lo
Dylan Randaao
OQ-OGTX3

The KC! News

KKO•KKO•KKO•KKO■KKO
Congratulations to Kappa Kappa Gamma sis
tar of the weekHolly Meyer. Keep up the good
work Hoi ry I
KKO'KKO'KKO'KKO'KKO

S Cruise Ships Hinngl Students Needed I %$ ♦
Free Travel (Caribbean, Europe. Hawaii!)
Seasonal/Permanent, No Eiper, Necessary.
Gde. 01 9-929-4396 ex.. C01 73.

Red-Head at Kroger on Saturday looking for
■bikeguy'Ca 354 35?1

$1750 weekly poaaible mailing our circulars.
No experience required. Begin now. For intocall 301-306-1207.

SAE NEWS FLASH

HOUSEKEEPING

Dont wait until it'i too latell
Earn BGSU cretin. &x week study program
In
Europe. Classes In English. Into meeling
March 12 at 8.00pm m BAA 1000

GET READY FOR SPRING BREAK
20% oft all sunglasses with this ad. Ray-Ban
SerengeD. Bofle. many in stock. Catalogs
available. 1022 N. Prospect BG 352 2502

Sigma Kappa' Sk]ma Kappa
Congratulations to Ralna Gilmore
on being the B5-'96 Frieda Falcon"
You're awesome Raina and we love you!!
Sigma Kappa * Sigma Kappa

Hey Amy,

Sigma Kappa * Sigma Kappa
Congratulations to Carrie Kramer and Kelly
Zlnn for being our sisters o! the week. You
guys are great, keep up the awesome work!
Love. Your Sisters
Sigma Kappa & Sigma Kappa

WANTED
1

OR

2 PROFESSIONALS TO SHARE
LARGE HOUSE
IN BOWLING GREEEN. $250 MO
3S2- 5523. LEAVEMESSAGE

Looking lor female renters for "96-'97 school
year. Get your own room. Close to campus.
$i70/mo. If interested call Monica at
353-0130. Call soon I
Male or female sublease* from now unbl May.
$22Smo Close to campus. Electric & phone
only Very nice apt. Cal 353-3212.
Needed 4 Roommates for Summer
Call either Jenny at 372-5013
or Michelle at 372-1927.
Needed summer sublessors tor a 2 bdrm.
house. Spacious kitchen and hiring room. Convenient distance from campus. Very clean. Call
any day alter 5 p.m. 352-4196.
One female sublease* nsadsd for 1996-97
school year. Own bedrooml Close to campus1
H90/mo. el DC 'Call Tab! or Jon at 354-51991
Roommate needed for 96-97 school year Cal
353-2192.

Looking for
outgoing, dependable
BGSU students
Full Time / Part Time
Bartender - Server
Good work, great tips
friendly atmosphere
Come in and apply
Monday - Friday
1:30-4:30 pm
Tony Packo's Cafe
1902 Front St.
691 -6054

KELLERHEYER
BUILDING SERVICES. INC.
COOPER TIRE A RUBBER PLANT
PART-TIME MORNINGS
No Experience Neceeaary
Complete Training
Excellent Work Environment
Advancement Opportunibea

SAE NEWS FLASH

Grama, Scholarship. Available!!!
Billions of St* In private funding.
Ouallfy Immediately. 1 -800-400-0209.

INTRAMURAL VOLLEYBALL OFFICIALS
NEEDED: MUST HAVE VOLLEYBALL EXPERtENCE. MUST ATTEND MANDATORY
TRAINING CLINIC - WEDNESDAY. MARCH
8 6-9PM. PICK UP APPLICATION AND
TAKE-HOME TEST H 130 UNIVERSITY
FIEL0 HOUSE AND RETURN BY TUESDAY.
MARCH 8.

HELPWANTED

Paddy- O. Murphy has got the runa
from some good chili & s rough night
st the bars. He decides to evade the search
party sent out tor him and heads west
on 174. After traveling about Mro hours,
he decides to head into pit row to visit a
man Irom Home to do shots wiBi
him In a field that is ever so clear...

More inb? Dr. ChitrJe t? 372-8180 or
352-6012.

HeyCellio(NBTI)
Thanks for being my "Romeo m Black Jeans"
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY!
It you're kicky. Dawn (NGTI)

Summer Sublease* needed
AC.own room. $145/mo.*uDl. Hillsdale Apt
353-1815 ask for Cory or leave message.

Powerful Memorial
Aids Quilt
Don't miss this living tnbute to people who
have died of AIDS.
Opening Ceremony at
7:30pm
in Univ. Grand Ballroom
Fiee Admission

Don't ruin your spring vacation btomiM you'ra
too cheap to buy a tanning package
Campus Tanning' 352-7889

There'a a $500 scholarship you should apply for. Us just for off-campus, commuting
and/or nontradfllonal students, and It's not
need-besed nor grade-baaed. They're looking for students who have contributed to
other off-cimpus commuting students, the
Oft Campus Connection and/or NonTradltlonal Student Association, or the OffCampus Student Canter. The deadline's
February 29th. so you better hurry. It you
need more Into, call 2-8015. Good Luck!!
Ashley

Sublessor wanted for downtown one-bedroom
apL Next to SamB's. Available now. Call Pete
at 3S2-7373.

Management Inc.
New New New New New
Hillsdale Apts. 2 bdrm.
flats, very spacious.
9 foot ceiling.
9 1/2 or 12 mo. lease
Starts at $600. 353-5800

Management Inc.

Apply lo the nabon'e leader m department store
cleaning, Keilermeyer Building Services,
1-800-348 4359. Monday - Fnday. Irom 8a *
c 5p. Ask tor Job »K • 6852.
EOE.
250 Counselors A Instructors neededl
Private, coed summer camp in Pooono Mtns.,
NE Pennsylvania. Lohikan. Box 234BG.
Kenihvorth, NJ 07033(908) 278-0098.
Akron YMCA Camping Services will be h-nng
stall members lo fill a variety ol summer positions. Come see us at the camp fair or contact
Kat)e Scharff 3S3-8126.
COUNSELORS. CooiVKitc. Mgr.
needed at Co-ed Summer camp near Ann Arbor, Ml. Call (313) 878-6628. for more info.
COUNSELORS • INSTRUCTORS needed!
100 positional Coed aummer camp. Pocono
Mtne. PA. Good salary/tips I (908) 689-3339
Counselors: CAMP WAYNE, brother/sister
camp, Pennsylvania, 6/20-8/18/96. Have the
most memorable summer of your iifel Counselors needed for: Tennis, Swim (W.S.I. preferred), Basketball, Softball. Volleyball. Soccer,
Golf, Self Defense. Gymnastics,Cheeriaading,
Aerobics, Nature/Camping, Ropes, Piano,
Guitar, Ceramics, Jewerfy. Baok, Sculpture,
Drawing/Painting, Sdkscreen, Other Staff:
Group Leaders, Bookkeeper,
Driver/Video/Pholography, Chef and Assistant. Many other positions. On Campus Interviews March 13th. Call 1-800-279-3010 lor informa ton.
HOME TYPISTS
PC Users needed. $45,000 income potential.
Call 1-800-S13-4343 Eat. B-9849.
•Job Description; Maintenance
Positions: Park Maintenance, Athienc Field
Maintenance and Aquatic Complex Maintanence. Salary: $4.75 • $8.00
To be employed by the City of Bowling Green
Parks and Recreation Department, an individual MUST be at least eighteen years of age
and meet the requirements of the specific fib.
Quell tic at Ions: Previous experience with
small tractors and grounds maintenance
eqmptmeni beneficial Ability to work on own
under general supervision. Ability to lift 50
pounds. MUST possess vaUd dnver*s liscence
and be available lull term of seasonal position.
Dulles: (Vary by position)
To include but not limited to: Maintenance of
four diamond Softball complex including infield
preparation, mowing, trimming and tun1 management. General mainianence ol disc golf
course, and volleyball courts, aquatic facilities,
park shelters, buildings (custodial duties),
trails, and bathroom facilities. Applicant must
be available to work up to forty (40) hours per
week from Aprs" through September. Some
weekend work will be required (or leagues.
Special Events, and Tournaments.
Scheduling tor the summer is made out by tie
Maintenance Coordinator. Any possible conflicts must be discussed prior to an individual
accepting any position.
Return application with resume to Parks and
Recreation. 417 City Park Dr., BG OH 43402
no later than 3/8/96. The City of Bowling
Green is an equal opportunity employer.

New New New New New

Highland
Industries
Graduate
Rentals
Well take
care of you
Best price, well
maintained,
privacy & deadbolt security,
large
apartments.

Hillsdale Apts.
large studios,
high vaulted ceiling,
unique floor plan
9 1/2 or 12 mo. lease
start at $350. 353-5800

Tuesday, February 27,1996

Are you "Outgoing
•SeHMonvwed
•GoeJ-fXentea
•A Team Player
'Safes Experience
helpful but not necessary
The BG News Is looking for successful advertising account executives for Fall 1996/Spnng
1997 Applicanons available at 204 Weal Han
or call John Viroslek al 372-2605 for more details
Bartender and waitresses warned part-time.
Experience helpful. Apply between 2 and 4.
Monday - Friday at the Elks Club 200 Campbell H.moacl.
BEST SUMMER JOB IN BO
GAIN GREAT MARKETING/SALES EXPERIENCE AND EARN GREAT PAY SELLING
YELLOW PAGE ADS FOR THE STUDENT
PHONE DIRECTORY. WORK FROM APRIL
THROUGH JUNE APPROXIMATELY 20
HOURS A WEEK. CALL 372-0430 FOR
MORE INFORMATION OR STOP BY 204
WEST HALL FOR AN APPLICATION
Childcare year round in our home. MWF
1130-3:30 ASAP Call 35? 5724.
Looking for dependable students
st our nursing home. Also need
walk our dog. M-Thur afternoons.
cal Anita at BG Manor 352 4694
to meet community service hours

MAKE A DIFFERENCE. BE PART OF THE
JENE0 EXPERIENCE.
At Camp Jened we provide a holiday lor adults
with a wide range of disabilities. Work in the
Catskill Mountains of New York Stale. Meet
friends and have an expenence youll treasure
for life June 3 - August 23. Lifeguards, cooks
and counselors welcomed. For more mformaDon, Please call Kate Mace at (914) 434-2220.
fax (914) 434-2253. e-mail Camp
Jened@aol.com or write P.O. Box 483. Rock
Hill. NY 12775
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
Positions are now available al National Parks.
Forests & Wildlife Preserves. Excellent benefits a bonuses! Call:!-206-971-3620 ext.
N55444.
PARKS AND RECREATION POSITIONS
THE BOWLING GREEN PARKS AND RECREATION DEPARTMENT IS SEEKING
SEVERAL MATURE INDIVIDUALS TO JOIN
OUR 96 SUN N- FUN SUMMER YOUTH ACTIVITIES PROGRAM.
HOURLY POSITIONS ARE AVAILABLE FOR
SPORTS CAMPS. ARTS AND CRAFTS. DAY
CAMPS, TENNIS AND YOUTH SOFTBALL
PREFERENCE WILL BE GIVEN TO CANDIDATES WITH ATHLETIC EXPERIENCE IN
MULTIPLE SPORTS AND ESTABLISHED
WORKING SKILL IN WORKING WITH
YOUNGSTERS AGED4THROUGH 12
POSITIONS ARE AVAILABLE AT THE
AQUATIC COMPLEX FOR LIFEGUARDS.
INSTRUCTORS, AND ATTENDANTS.
A SALARIED POSITION IS AVAILABLE FOR
PERSONS WITH EXPERIENCE IN YOUTH
THEATER/S PECIAL EVENTS.
INTERESTED PERSONS MAY OBTAIN JOB
DESCRIPTIONS AND APPLICATIONS AT
CITY PARK OFFICE. WEEKDAYS FROM
8:00AM TO 5:00PM APPLICATION DEADLINE IS MARCH 8. 1996. THE CITY OF
BOWLING GREEN IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNfTY EMPLOYER.
Positions Available
at
CAMP WISE
Supervisors: Supervise a village ol 80 to 100
campers and 40 staff. Musi be 21 years and
older. Graduate students preferred.
Counselors: For campers in grades 3-9.
Specialists: Pool. BoaDng Nature/Outdoor
Education. Outdoor ropes. Course Instructors,
Archery. Tennis. Video. Photography and
Mountain Biking.
Call or write for application:
Karln Hesa
Jewish Community Center of Cleveland

Camp Wise
26001 South Woodland Rd.
Bsechwood, Ohio 44122
(216)831-0700,ext. 350

it''*

Call Today!
354-6036
13f^as^ashinatoriSr

Star Wars figures, ships, play sets, eic. Most
are in good condition. Call 353-7416 to check
them out!

FOR RENT

Temporary position tor a personal
trainer to get a work out
program started. 353-7027.

2 BDRM STUDENT RENTALS FOR
SUMMER OR FALL. 1 BEDROOM APTS.
FOR GRAD STUDENTS * 352-3445

The Cleveland Yachting Club.
Summer positions at exclusive yachting club.
Will tram qualified candidates as servers, bussera, host/hostess, bartenders, dock attendants, groundskeepers A lifeguards. Training dates May 10 thru 17th. Interview now for
best positions Weds, thru Sun. 200 Yacht Club
Dr. Rocky River. OH 44116 216 333-1155
Track Coaches - Wood County Special Olympics needs two persons to work pan ome p $5 00 hr., hours vary. High School Optoma
or equivalent required. Position runs mid-Apnl
through July 1. 1996. Application packets
available at Wood Lane School, Em B. 11160
E.Gypsy Lane Road, Bowling Green between
800am - 4:30pm Application deadline is March
4.1996. EOE.

353-0325' Cany Rentals
Apartment s for 06-97school year
300 b-ockof E. Merry
lor 2 bdrm apts for 2.3,4 tenants
9.10,12. A15 mo. leases
Effic. 1 A 2 bdrm. apts. In houses.
12 mo. leases only starting m May. Steve
Smith 352-6917. (no calls alter 9 00pm)
House - 236 Troup. No pets, references req.
$750 plus uM. Avail May 15.1996
thru May 15.1997.352-6647.
House • 309 N. Church St No pets, Ref. Req.
Avail. Aug. 15. 1996-Aug 15.1997. $495 plus
util. Avail. Immed. 352-6847.

FOR SALE

Houses, 1 A 2 bedroom Furnished apts.
1 year, 9 month, and summer leases
Call 352-7454

•SMALL ANIMALS
Hampster. Gerbels, A mice. Low prices. Call
after 5pm weekdays or anytime on the weekend. Phone: 353-0730.
12 i 60 Hallmark mobile home, unique barnsided interior, sprayed ceilings, garden tub.
New furnace, water heater, floor insulation,
and back door. Must see interior to appreciate.
Asking $6500 Only 10 miles from BG. Lawndale. 188 (Weston). 669-3910.

NEED MONEY???
$500 scholarship given to an off-campus,
commuting and/or nontradltfonal student
who has helped similar students, the Off
Campus Connection, Nontradltlonal Student Association, or the Off-Campus Student Center. Applications A Info available at
10SD Moselay Hall or call 2-8015.
One bedroom apartment
AVAILABLE NOW
Call 354-6600

20" Trek 820 Mountain Bike with lock. Brand
new. $275.00 obo Call 354-5322 leave message
486-50PC. 340 HD. 4MB, 14" SVGA CO.
Speakers, modem, lots of software. 2.5 years
left on warranty Call Mark 354 2111
Attention Investors: this 3 bedroom ranch with
extra lot is ideally suited to build another house
or attached duplex; don't wait, at $79,900 this
one will be gone quick. Call Ed today at
353-1977 sittOf@wcnet org
Spring Break' Panama City' 8 Days Room With
Kitchen $119> Walk To Best Bars! 7 Nights In
Key West $259* Cocoa Beach Hilton (Great
Beaches-Near Disney) $169! Daytona $i39<
http //www.spnngbreaktravel.com
1-600 678-6386.

Piedmont Corporation
Mini-Storage Spaces Available
352-7561
Professor looking lor rental, sublease OK.
Single female, dean, no pets. English Dept.
faculty. Looking for quiet home starting Aug. or
earlier. 353-8903.
Summer subleasers needed. $150 per month
• utilities Own room across from campus. Call
354-6135.
Wmthrop Terrace Apartments
Summer A Fall 1*6 leases available
Campus shuffle, 1 A 2 br fumyunfurn.
1 A 2 full baths, 3 great locations.
Call 352-9135 for more info

»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»

Myles9 Pizza
Quality ingredients that
set us above
the rest.
300 E. Wooeler
354-4660

•

SI6 E. Wooaler
352-1504

LZXLX

Preferred Properties
530 S. Maple St. 352-9378

Haven House Manor
1515 E. Wooster St.
Check us out

'smtr

CALL GREENLAND
IRRIGATION
1-800-265-7691

Featuring : Every Wednesday

The Ark
Band

TUESDAYS
Home of the "Dead" and
"Doors" every Tuesday

5 sites to
choose from:
Jay-Mar Apts.
The Highlands
The Homestead
McKenzie Rentals
The Farm

Student Publications is now accepting applications (or account executives to sell yellow page
advertising in the BGSU campus directory
Successful candidate* must be available to
work 20 hours per week, Apnl through July, be
aggressive, well-organized, and interned m
earning great pay. To apply, stop by 204 West
Hall or call Toby at 3720430 for more informaCon, leave a message.

• Great Opportunity

Great
Amenities:
A/C
on site laundry facility
ceramic tile
dishwashers
sky lights
vaulted ceilings
24 hr. malnt.

Spring Break Bahamas Parry Cruisel 7 Days
$279! Includes 15 Meals A 6 Free Parties!
Great Beaches/Nightlife! Leaves From Ft
Lauderdalei
httpy/www.spnngbreaktravel com
1 •800^78-6366.

entreprenuer?

• Low Start-up cost
• Management training
• Earn up to $600/week
• Vehicle required

Evergreen Apts.
1 bdrm. or efficiency
units; laundry on site,
tons of parking
starts at $225. 353-5800

ffi>

Rural paper earner Saturday A Spring Break 3
hrs. - $20/day Need dependable car. Call Kay
352-4636.

SEAFOOD

SUMMER
BUSINESS
Are you an

Management Inc.

to volunteer
someone lo
If interested
Ideal setting

Spnng Break Specials Cancun A Jamaical
111% Lowest Pnee Guarantee! 7 Nights Air &
Hotel From $4291 Save $100 On Food/Drinkal
http://www.sprlngbreaktravel.com
1'800-678-6386

Parl-Tlme 3a lea Oltice Assistant
Computer, Filing, Phone, Dictation
Mail Resume A Copy of Trantcnpt to:
130 S. Main. Suite 210. BG OH 43402

• toy Reg. Foot long Sub

„„ «./,.,

Ilm.

.*,,

Not lo bo combtn«d with any othar oiler.

tSUBWRY*
I li. I'l.i., Wlu i<

USIUMII.

3122 AIRPORT HWY.
TOLEDO, OH. 382-

I.IM..

828 S. Mom 354 2608
1091 N. Moin 352-5505
524 E Wooster 352 8500
1602 E. Wooster 354 2800
Woodland Moll Location 352-7279

>

